About This Report
Overview
Dear stakeholders, this is the third corporate social responsibility report released
by China Shipping (Group) Company. The report describes our concepts, strategies
and management approaches to sustainability, and also elaborates on our efforts
and achievements in fulfilling economic, safety, environmental, employee and
social commitments as well as the comments of stakeholders.
Compilation Basis
This report is prepared in accordance with Guidelines to the State-owned
Enterprises Directly under the Central Government on Fulfilling Corporate Social
Responsibilities released by the State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration
Commission (SASAC) of the State Council, the Sustainability Reporting Guidelines
(G3.1) of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) and the Chinese CSR Report
Preparation Guide (CASS-CSR 3.0).
Reporting Period
This report covers the period between January 1 and December 31, 2013, with
some expressions and data appropriately dating back to earlier years.
Release Cycle
The report is released annually.
Reporting Boundary
This report covers information about all tier-1 subsidiaries, some tier-2 subsidiaries,
shareholding companies and joint ventures of China Shipping (Group) Company.
Data Source
Data in this report is derived from in-house documents and related statistics of
China Shipping (Group) Company.
References
For readability purposes, any reference to "China Shipping", "the Group", or "we" in
this report refers to China Shipping (Group) Company.
Access to this Report
This report is available in both Chinese and English. In case of discrepancy between
the two versions, the Chinese version shall prevail.
To download this report, please visit our company website at www.cnshipping.com.
If you need a hard copy of this report or wish to voice your opinions on its content,
please contact China Shipping (Group) Company at:
Address: No.678 Dongdaming Rd, Shanghai
Tel: 86-21-65967600
Fax: 86-21-65966348
Email: csr@cnshipping.com
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Contributing to Harmony as a
Responsible Citizen

In 2014, we will continue to respect and safeguard the rights and interests of stakeholders in a
transparent, responsible and ethical manner, promoting excellent operation, building modern
fleets which are green and scientific, expanding the full range of services, and enhancing
international operation capacity. We will be committed to innovate among challenges and
opportunities, integrate corporate social responsibility into the Group's strategy, endeavor to
promote the balance of political, economic, cultural, social and ecological civilization, and put
forth efforts to realize our Chinese dream of achieving national prosperity, revitalization and
people's happiness.

Thriving Enterprises by
Developing Talents

In 2013, China's total import and export trade topped USD 4 trillion for the first time, and
China has become the world's largest trading nation replacing the United States. This
achievement created new space for the shipping industry, which would further promote the
shipping industry development and implement the strategy of making a powerful country
through sea shipping. As a Central SOE shipping company, we have more responsibility.
Therefore, we pay close attention to industry trends, positively respond to policy guidelines
like the Several Opinions on Promoting the Transformation, Upgrading and Healthy
Development of Shipping Industry released by the General Office of the Ministry of Transport,
and strive to optimize the internal management and enhance the external value chain. We
take active measures and become the first to regulate the transport structure in the industry,
enhance specialization and intensification, advocate energy conservation and emission
reduction through technological innovation, achieve safe and green development, and
continuously improve the quality of services, as well as realize informatization, intelligence
and humanization.

Aiming for Environmentally
Friendly Maritime Transportation

We strengthen risk control and safety management, improve the safety system, deepen the
safety concept, and enhance technical capabilities. We explore the green methods which are
in harmony with the environment, build "green ships" which are environmentally friendly
and energy saving; we promote the application of new energy and new marine including
LNG (liquefied natural gas), and improve the efficiency of energy utilization in the process
of operation. We strengthen team building, attract diverse talents, support comprehensive
development, balance work and life, and cultivate China Shipping's soft power. We take social
responsibility and put forth efforts to build a harmonious society by stimulating sustainability
in regions by using our own advantages.

Striving for Safety-oriented
Navigation

In 2013, we pressed ahead with the "key accounts, great cooperation and outstanding service"
strategy, and forged broader and deeper strategic partnerships with our partners which
promoting integrated transport system and modern logistics integration, boosting regional
development and facilitating the restructure of the industry. In operational positioning, China
Shipping strives to transform into a global carrier and logistics operator, enhance customer
cooperation, as well as improve service value and profitability based on customer needs.
In industrial layout, we attach the same importance to the domestic coastal, offshore and
international distribution; we also strengthen diversification and expand business space. In
value creation, we endeavor to shift to a long-term and win-win situation and achieve mutual
benefit and development within the industrial chain.

Achieving Excellence through
Universal Integrity

The value of China Shipping's existence is connecting goods production and transportation
as well as improving the quality of people's lives all around the world through our operation.
It is based on this value philosophy that China Shipping always integrates corporate
social responsibility and corporate strategy to set a new course and develop competitive
advantages.
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We are well aware that business development is closely related to the operational region,
society and environment. We take the initiative to respond to the needs of all sectors of
society, support the development of education and culture, facilitate scientific research
and technological innovation, help vulnerable groups integrating into society, invest in
economically depressed areas, and create more wealth. We establish an environmental
management system to reduce the pollution, protect the community and marine ecological
balance, make peace with nature, and safeguard the livable environment.

Corporate Social Responsibility Report 2013

Contributing to Harmony as a
Responsible Citizen

In 2014, we will continue to take employees, customers, communities, the public as well
as the environment which is closely bound up to them into strategic decision-making as
the most important factors, shoulder social responsibility willingly as a leading company in
China's shipping industry, and contribute to the global sustainable development.

Thriving Enterprises by
Developing Talents

In business development, we strengthened the engagement with our customers through
active communication, strengthened marketing services, signed strategic cooperation
agreements with multiple parties to achieve complementary advantages and resource
utilization. Meanwhile, we integrated the Group's global network to enhance international
operations and global resource allocation capabilities. In the value chain, we adjusted fleet
structure, developed diversified businesses and modern shipping services, such as shipping
research and development, finance, insurance, trade, information as well as port logistics; we
improved independent ability to provide customers with value-added services and achieve
win-win progress.

Aiming for Environmentally
Friendly Maritime Transportation

Meanwhile, we pressed ahead the Thousand Talents Program to accelerate the nurture of
professionals and international talents who are needed by the diversified development,
and established China Maritime Management Institute as a new platform for the Group to
train and educate our leaders and talents. In daily operation, we looked after our employees
when they were both at work and home as well as their physical and mental health;we also
created an active and positive corporate atmosphere.

Striving for Safety-oriented
Navigation

China Shipping believes that the driving force of an enterprise's sustainable development
comes from its own stability and efficiency, therefore, we pay great attention to internal
governance and staff development. In 2013, we proactively promoted the Group's internal
control system, realized the full coverage of each major business area step by step, and
achieved the deployment, promotion and implementation of the internal control system
and the anti-corruption risk control system with synchronization. We also strengthened
the building of information technology, deepened the establishment and application of
the Group's standardization, and promoted the integration and sharing of the information
resources. In addition, we increased internal resource integration efforts, reduced
management layers as well as improved management efficiency. On above of that, we built
and implemented the responsibility system for workplace safety, promoted standardization
of production and daily safety supervision and training in order to safeguard the rights and
interests of employees and customers.

Achieving Excellence through
Universal Integrity

In 2013, shipping companies experienced a tough operating situation due to the fierce
contradiction between the world's major economies' continued weak demand and excess
transportation capacity. Thanks to all of our employees, China Shipping broke through
adversity under such circumstances. We completed the transportation of 490 million tons of
cargo and freight turnover reached 932.8 billion tons nautical miles, an increase of 6.1% and
5.8% year-on-year respectively, and registered total profit of RMB 348 million as a result of
deepening reform and innovative transformation.
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About China Shipping
Company Profile
Headquartered in Shanghai, China Shipping (Group) Company (hereinafter referred to as "China
Shipping") was established on July 1 of 1997. The Group is one of the major state-owned backbone
enterprises under the direct administration of the Central Government and is a super-large
conglomerate with business in shipping, logistics, supply, manufacturing, finance and terminals.
China Shipping is mainly engaged in container, tanker, freight, passenger transport, car carriers
and special transportation. We are also rapidly expanding LNG (liquefied natural gas) service. By
supplementing shipping with a number of businesses, including terminal operation, integrated
logistics, shipping agency, universal airfreight, shipbuilding and maintenance, container manufacture,
crew management, supply and trading, financial and investment and information technology, we have
established a complete industry system consisting of upstream and downstream companies in the
shipping industry.
Our global presence is reinforced by branches in more than 100 countries and regions, 7 shareholding
companies in Hong Kong, North America, Europe, Southeast Asia, Western Asia, South America and
Africa. Currently, we are operating more than 100 overseas subsidiaries, agents, representative offices
and 400 plus business outlets.

9,328

Cargo turnover amounted to 932.8 billion ton-nautical

4.90

Cargo transport totaled 490

700

Operating income was about RMB 70 billion

3.48

Total profit was about RMB 348 million and achieved our

100

CSCL:More than 80 domestic and international container routes
covered over 100 countries and regions around the world

THE MOST
IMPORTANT

CSDTC:The most important carrier of the coastal crude oil market of China

THE LARGEST

CSBC:The largest shipping company of dry bulk in the coastal region
of China, operated in the main ports worldwide
∧ The Key Achievements of China Shipping in 2013

China Shipping (Group) Company

About China Shipping
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Our Philosophy
Build China Shipping into an Everlasting World-class Company

Our Mission

Build China Shipping into an Everlasting World-class Company

Our Spirit
Our Core Value

Love My China Shipping, Take a Leading Position

Achieving Excellence through
Universal Integrity

Our Vision

Keep Honest and Trustworthy, Strive for Excellence

As a cyclical industry which has been affected deeply by the world economic fluctuations, China Shipping
ponders and explores the way to avoid risks, operate diversified and conduct capital hedging.

The Dilemma of
Shipping Market
Market fluctuation

Long-term excess capacity
Excess capacity in the market will
be long-term, holistic, and capacity
shortage is temporary and partial

Cross-industr y is a disruptive
innovation that will promote the
integration of specialization and
diversification

Steering the competition to
chain to chain

Breaking the traditional industry
boundaries, service boundaries
and market boundaries, extending
services to both ends of the route,
promoting the "ship" advantage to
the "chain" advantage, enhance the
ability to control "chain" and to
provide comprehensive customer
service

Implementation of industry and
finance combination not only can
meet the Group's financing needs and
internalize the external circulation of
the fund, but also can improve the
overall corporate synergy

Through business mode innovation,
diversification and the development
of complementary industries, the
enterprise's resources will have the
maximum effect

Maersk Group adheres to
diversification, improves the
industrial chain layout; NYK
transforms into an integrated
logistics solutions provider to achieve
operational logistics integration

Transforming to group
competition
G6 Alliance and CKYHE Union have
been established. The shipping
market is in the alliance era

Turning to the competition
mode of integrating industry
and finance
More than 80% enterprises of
Fortune 500 are practicing the
integration of industrial and
financial capital

Corporate Social Responsibility Report 2013

Contributing to Harmony as a
Responsible Citizen

Impact of cross-industry
competition

China Shipping's
Choice

Thriving Enterprises by
Developing Talents

In 2013, the BDI (Baltic Dry Index),
which represents the international
shipping market trends, has
fluctuated between 1,000-2,000
points

The Trend of
Shipping Industry

Aiming for Environmentally
Friendly Maritime Transportation

China Shipping believes that in order to survive and maintain steady development, the company must
adhere to "seeking changes and innovations", and break the old industry boundaries so as to expand
strategic vision constantly and achieve transition to the new model.

Striving for Safety-oriented
Navigation

Diversified Operation
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About China Shipping

Business Segment

Under Company

Raw Materials

Intermediate Goods
Main Cargo

Main Cargo

Intermediate materials
and products

Food, alcohol, clothing,
newspaper, magazine,
furniture,wax, paraffin, car,
household appliance, etc.

Main Cargo
Energy
Crude Oil, naphtha,
natural gas, etc.

∧ CSCL

et fuel, steel, stainless
steel, aluminium, pulp,
paper, semi-conductor, etc.

Resources
Iron ore, coal, nickel,
bauxite, timber, sawdust, etc.

Means of Transport

Other

Container, truck, air
freight, car carrier

Construction machinery,
rail vehicle, factory, etc.

Food
Soybean, wheat, corn ,etc.

∧ CSTANKER

Final Products

Means of Transport

Means of Transport

Container, truck, air freight

Tanker, LNG carriers, dry
bulk carrier

∧ LNG

∧ CSBULK

∧ Food

∧ Stainless steel

∧ Town gas

∧ Nickel

∧ CSCC
∧ Apparel
∧ Polyester
∧ Crude oil

∧ CSL

∧ Televisions

∧ Newspapers and
magazines
∧ Construction machinery

∧ Automobiles

∧ Liquid crystal glass

∧ Semiconductors
∧ Pulp

∧ Steel

∧ Silica sand

∧ Wheat

∧ Soya beans
∧ Wood chips

China Shipping (Group) Company

∧ Iron ore

About China Shipping
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Corporate Governance
Achieving Excellence through
Universal Integrity

In 2013, the Group strengthened the management of oversea planning and standardized
the operation of the Board of Directors in offshore companies. We also guided and
coordinated foreign holding companies on how to formulate the Board plans for
subsidiaries as well as convene an annual meeting of the Board, and improved the refine
management abroad constantly.

Management Team
Striving for Safety-oriented
Navigation

Liu Xihan, Vice President,
Party Committee Member

Huang Xiaowen,
Vice President, Party
Committee Member

Yu Zenggang, Vice
President, Party Committee
Member, BOD secretary,
press spokesman

Corporate Social Responsibility Report 2013

Contributing to Harmony as a
Responsible Citizen

Ding Nong, Vice President,
Party Committee Member

Su Min, CFO, Party
Committee Member

Thriving Enterprises by
Developing Talents

Xu Wenrong, Vice
President, Party Committee
Member, Head of
Discipline Inspection Panel

Zhang Guofa, President,
Party Committee Member

Aiming for Environmentally
Friendly Maritime Transportation

Xu Lirong, Chairman of the
Board and Party Secretary

About China Shipping
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Organizational Structure

Financial Division

Safety Management Division

Organization Division
Human Resource Division

Information Technology Division

Legal Affairs and Risk Management Division

Party Inspection Panel
Discipline Inspection Division
Supervision and Audit Division

Party Leadership Group Division

Trade Union

Occupational Safety Office
Maritime Supervision Office
General Management Office

Elder Cadre and Social Security Center
Remuneration and Performance Office
Staff Management Office
Cadre Management Office
Comprehensive Research Office

Sci-tech Office
Technology Office
Information Office

Risk Management Office
Contract Management Office
Legal Affair Management Office

Inspection Office
Efficiency Supervision Office
Auditing Management Office
Case Inspection Office
General Management Office

People’
s Armed Forces Department
CYL Committee
Publicity Office
Party Construction Office
General Office

Trade Union’
s Office

Policy Research Office
Market Information Office

Business Management Office
Customer Management Office
Onshore Management Office
Shipping Management Office
Chief Dispatching Office

Strategic Planning Office
Overseas Affairs Office
Asset Management Office
Enterprise Management Office
Investment Management Office

Taxation Management Office
Budget Management Office
Financial Management Office
Capital Management Office
Accounting Management Office

Strategic Development Division

Operational Management Division

Research Center
China Shipping Beijing Office
Administrative Office
Board Office

Administrative Management Office
Public Relations Office
Confidentiality Office
Secretary Office of Administrative Office
Secretary Office of the Board

China Shipping (Group) Company

Board of Supervisors
Board of Directors
CPC China Shipping
Committee

Special Committees
Management Layer

Social Responsibility Management
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Social Responsibility Management
Achieving Excellence through
Universal Integrity

China Shipping takes corporate social responsibility for the impacts of a company’s decisions and activities
on economy, society and the environment, through transparent and ethical behavior. We constantly enrich the
connotation of the social responsibility concept, integrate our own operations with the development of China
and the global economy to achieve green and low-carbon development, and realize the sustainable development
of China Shipping to promote the mutual sustainability of the enterprises and the society.

社会责任观
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Thriving Enterprises by
Developing Talents
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Aiming for Environmentally
Friendly Maritime Transportation
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Striving for Safety-oriented
Navigation

Social Responsibility Philosophy

Social Responsibility Philosophy
Responsible for social responsibility strategy formulation and planning approval

The Group CSR
Working Group

Develop the Group's social responsibility regulations; compile the Group's social
responsibility development plans in three years and annual reports; develop the Group's
annual work programs; guide and track the specialized company to carry out CSR, etc.

Sub-companies

Develop strategic objectives and carry out the practice, under the Group's sustainable
development framework
Corporate Social Responsibility Report 2013

Contributing to Harmony as a
Responsible Citizen

The Group CSR
Committee
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Social Responsibility Management

Stakeholder Communication and Engagement
Based on the impacts that each stakeholder has on China Shipping's sustainable development, the Group build
up multi-level and multi-faceted communication channels with stakeholders like customers, employees as well as
communities during the process of management and operation. We have also formed a mutual trust and mutual
commitment dialogue mechanism which can help China Shipping understand the requirements and expectations
of stakeholders. At the same time, China Shipping uses the mechanism to sort out, analyze and summarize the
information obtained from the feedback inorder to guide China Shipping's social responsibility management work.

Stakeholders

Scope

Governments

Governments in China and countries where we operate

Investors

Investors represented by the State-owned Assets Supervision and
Administration Commission (SASAC) of the State Council

Shareholders

Shareholders that have purchased stocks of listed companies affiliated
to China Shipping

Partners

Companies, enterprises, banks and financial institutions that have
signed strategic cooperation agreements or established joint ventures
with China Shipping

Customers

Customers that purchase the products and services of China Shipping

Employees

All employees of China Shipping and subordinate companies (including
crew)

Suppliers

Shipping agencies, freight forwarders, shipyards, classification societies,
service providers, consulting agencies, ports, and fuel suppliers, etc.

Communities

Communities in the countries and regions where China Shipping has
business operations

Social groups

Domestic and foreign industry organizations, associations, local
societies and NGOs

China Shipping (Group) Company

Social Responsibility Management
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Achieving Excellence through
Universal Integrity

Improve profitability and core competitiveness
Ensure the preservation and appreciation of stateowned assets
Utilize the social and economic value of SOEs

Meetings
Reports
Daily communication with competent
departments

Reduce operational risks
Increase value and market value of the company
Disclose key information in a transparent manner
Protect the interests of shareholders

Public notices
Annual reports and shareholder meetings
Road shows and promotional activities
Feedback from dialogues with shareholders

Increase profitability of strategic cooperation
Increase profitability of joint ventures
Ensure the common interests of partners

Contract fulfillment and regular meetings
High-level meetings and information
exchanges
Routine contact

Provide products and services with high quality and
at reasonable price
Satisfy the demands of customers for quality, price
and transport time

Customer communication meetings
Routine contact with sales reps
High-level meetings

Provide a safe and healthy working environment
Respect the rights and interests of employees
Provide a broad career development space
Comply with the requirements of democratic and
transparent management

Workers congress
Trade Unions
Youth League Committee

Maintain Long-term relations and stable cooperation
Maintain mutual cooperation for win-win outcomes

Contract negotiation
Regular visits
Bidding meetings
Qualification checks

Carry out civilized production
Promote prosperity and development of communities
Ensure and safeguard a safe and environmentallyfriendly environment

Community activities
Assistance to communities in need

Join trade associations and assume positions
Provide fund for activities of trade associations
Promote the development of trade associations

Meetings of trade associations
Association activities
Activities organized with social organizations

Corporate Social Responsibility Report 2013

Contributing to Harmony as a
Responsible Citizen

Policies releasing
Conferences of national ministries and
departments and local governments
Special reports and visits

Thriving Enterprises by
Developing Talents

Contribute taxes
Provide job opportunities
Stimulate economic development

Aiming for Environmentally
Friendly Maritime Transportation

Channels
Striving for Safety-oriented
Navigation

Demands and Expectations
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Social Responsibility Management

2013 年所获奖项
The Name of the Award

The Issuing Organization/Time

China Top 10 Leading
Companies in Corporate
Social Responsibility 2012

China Shipping Gazette/January
2013

Five Stars Integrity Company

Shanghai Organizing Committee
of Corporate Integrity Creation
and Shanghai Municipal Transport
Association /November 2013

Certificate

Memberships with Major Social Organizations
Organization

Position

China Shipowners' Association

Vice President and Executive Director

China Communications and Transportation Association

Vice President and Executive Director

China International Freight Forwarders Association

Vice President

China Institute of Navigation (CIN)

Executive Director

CIN Committee for Shipping Pollution Prevention

Vice Chairman

CIN Committee for Dangerous Goods Transportation

Vice Chairman

Chinese Society of Naval Architecture and Marine
Engineering

Vice President and Executive Director

China Association of the National Shipbuilding Industry

Vice President

Shanghai International Shipping Center Development
& Promotion Organization

Vice President

Shanghai International Shipping Institute

President

Shanghai Shipping Exchange

Member

Sino-Foreign Energy Cooperation Think-tank

Vice President and Counselor

Cross-Strait Sea Transport Exchange Association

Vice President

ASF Safe Navigation & Environment Committee

Member

BIMCO

Member

INTERCARGO

Member

International Association of Independent Tanker
Owners（INTERTANKO）

Member

Lloyd's Register of Shipping (LR)

Director

American Bureau of Shipping (ABS)

Director

Enterprise Management magazine

Vice President

China Maritime Law Association

Vice President

China Association of Work Safety

Executive Director

Shanghai Association of Work Safety

Vice President

Labor Protection magazine

President

China Shipping (Group) Company

Topic 1: Meeting the World, Meeting the Future
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Meeting the World, Meeting the Future

HONGKONG HOLDING
NORTH AMERICA HOLDING

Aiming for Environmentally
Friendly Maritime Transportation

EUROPE HOLDING

Striving for Safety-oriented
Navigation

Connecting China and the world with the world-class fleet, China Shipping brings the commodities
"Made in China" to everywhere which enables people in every corner of the world to share
China's well-being. In 2013, the Group has established 7 holding companies in Hong Kong, North
America, Europe, Southeast Asia, West Asia, South America and Africa, 136 oversea enterprises and
organizations, and the operations cover more than 100 countries and regions.

Achieving Excellence through
Universal Integrity

In 2013, China had a new milestone in the development of foreign trade. China has become the
world's first cargo trading nation with RMB 4.16 trillion in the total amount of import and export,
according to the WTO secretariat's preliminary statistics. China also has become the largest trading
partner of more than 120 countries and regions with annual import of nearly USD 2 trillion. In
addition, China not only has created numerous job opportunities and investment opportunities for
global trading partners, but also shared the great achievements of China's reform and opening up to
the world.

WEST ASIA HOLDING

SOUTH-EAST ASIA HOLDING

SOUTH AMERICA HOLDING

95% of overseas employees
are local residents

Corporate Social Responsibility Report 2013

Contributing to Harmony as a
Responsible Citizen

The shipping capacity is
among top 10 in the world

Thriving Enterprises by
Developing Talents

AFRICA HOLDING
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Topic 1: Meeting the World, Meeting the Future

1.Serving the Globalization
Trade freedom is a huge driving force for global growth. With the advantage of low price, the shipping
industry makes bulk commodities flowing across borders which promote the prosperity of the global
economy. As a leading company in China's shipping industry, China Shipping provides customers around
the world with first class transport services, builds an global integrated market, eliminates distance barriers
as well as creates new wealth and value.

Case:China Shipping UAE achieves Local Business as well as the Global Market
Dubai is one of the world's major shipping hubs and centers of circulation supplies. Forecasted
that China's foreign exchanges would be more frequent and Dubai's economy would be more
diversified, China Shipping has taken West Asia and Middle East as an important area to expand
its business overseas.

Cooperated with Sharaf Group,
China Shipping operated
the first third-country route,
connecting India, the Persian

Cooperated with Sharaf
Group, the leading shipping
and logistics enterprise in the
Middle East, China Shipping
set up China Shipping (UAE)
a g e n c y, O a s i s l o g i s t i c s
company and China Shipping
(India) company, to jointly
develop China Shipping's line,
freight, logistics , tanker and
bulk carrier business in West
Asia and the Middle East.

2006 年

China Shipping (Group) Company

China Shipping's vessel of
UNAYZAH on AMA route
affiliated at the por t of
Khalifa, UAE, and became the
world's third global carrier
directly affiliated at the
port, further expanding the
company's service coverage
in the region and providing
customers with more
comprehensive and efficient
services

2012 年

Gulf and the Red Sea area,
and maintained good load
rate the whole year. The two
groups are preparing to open
the second third-country route
in the region, through the
Mediterranean, and open up
business with European routes

2013 年

Topic 1: Meeting the World, Meeting the Future
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2.Widening Marketing Network Coverage

Case: Innovating Auxiliary Equipment to Ensure the Safety
of Locomotives Transport

Aiming for Environmentally
Friendly Maritime Transportation

In 2013, CSL focused on engine transport project in the rail transport
sector. To ensure the safety of the locomotives on the way, especially to
avoid the damage of the locomotives and equipment like bogies caused
by poor handing technology in ports and the poor conditions of highway
transport, we developed spreaders and tooling protective equipment
which are suitable for locomotives transport based on the different
technical parameters of vehicle models for CSR Corporation Limited
and China CNR Corporation Limited. The auxiliary equipment effectively
increased the speed of hoisting goods and the quality of binding, and was
highly recognized by customers.

Striving for Safety-oriented
Navigation

CSL provides reliable services and support for projects through high quality
engineering logistics services. The company’s mature and precise transport
solutions help enterprises avoid risks, and ensure the project safely and successfully
implemented. Using engineering logistics as leverage to integrate resources and
increase productivity, China Shipping leads the production activities toward high
standards like "upscale", "big", and "comprehensive". It also promotes China's political
and economic relations with other countries, especially developing countries.

Achieving Excellence through
Universal Integrity

Overseas operation has become an important support for China Shipping's global
business,an essential part of the building as a world-class maritime company, and
the growing point of the economic benefit. In 2013, China Shipping piloted reform
to promote overseas agents which constantly improves the distribution of overseas
holding companies and forms a global network of multi-level agents and business
systems.

Thriving Enterprises by
Developing Talents
Contributing to Harmony as a
Responsible Citizen

Corporate Social Responsibility Report 2013
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Topic 1: Meeting the World, Meeting the Future

3.Diversified Development
In 2013, to enhance operation and allocation capabilities of resources globally,
China Shipping actively developed core business related upstream and downstream
industries in overseas markets to build an integrated shipping service chain, and
increased the company's core competitiveness.

Promote the establishment
of Bulk Transport
Departments at North
America Holdings
and Europe Holdings,
expanding the local dry
bulk shipping market.

Promote the global
marketing network of
financial leasing business,
the Orient International
German Company has
been established and
operated successfully

China Shipping
Singapore Petroleum
Company was founded
and officially running,
safeguarding fuel supply
for all China Shipping's
offshore vessels

Overseas operation is the important safeguard for increasing core competitiveness
and risk-resisting ability at China Shipping, and also has bearing with the
restructuring and reform. China Shipping will be connecting the world with our
global logistics network which takes ocean transport services as the core. China
Shipping strives to achieve the restructuring and development as well as contribute
to global sustainable development.

China Shipping (Group) Company

Expand the investment of
offshore terminals, and
have shares in Taiwan's
Gaoming terminal and
Belgian Zeebrugge
terminal project

Topic 2: Colourful Shipping Containers
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Colourful Shipping Containers

In China, the loss of agricultural products in the circulation process is very big. Data shows
that the loss of fruits and vegetables would cost over RMB 100 billion a year;the annual loss
of rotting fruits and vegetables can meet the basic needs of nearly 200 million people, and
it ranks the first in the world. How to use shipping containers to transport "fresh products"
and "perishable goods" has become a major task for China Shipping and global logistics
enterprises.

In 2013, China Shipping's refrigerated container transport volume reached 7,326TEU, an
increase of 261.50% compared with 2012. China Shipping will further improve the cold chain
shipping transport services and continue to extend from the transport of goods and transport
mode so as to transfer the "supply chain" into "value chain".

Thriving Enterprises by
Developing Talents

China Shipping gradually improves the quality of refrigerated container transport services in
the "port-to-port" link, through increasing ownership of refrigerated containers and spare
parts supply, reducing the average age of containers, and specifying documents circulation.
We provide "customized services" based on different features of food, and maintain proper
temperature and humidity to preserve food and reduce product loss.

Aiming for Environmentally
Friendly Maritime Transportation

1. Refrigerated Containers—the Moving Refrigerators

Striving for Safety-oriented
Navigation

China Shipping integrates our own technological capabilities with customer demands to
develop high value-added products and services. The development and application of
refrigerated containers, house containers and car carrier containers, not only promoted China
Shipping's own value and met customer demands, but also made effective transformation in
stimulating regional economic development, improving energy efficiency as well as creating
value-added modes.

Achieving Excellence through
Universal Integrity

Shipping containers are the most widely used large vessels in the shipping industry. When
the goods are transported in containers, the cargo can be loaded directly at the shipper's
warehouse, and shipped to the consignee's warehouse to unload. The cargo don't have to be
taken out from the tank to repacking when the carriers have been changed from trucks to
ships, therefore, goods damage and lost can be avoided during the process of loading and
unloading. Since the day the shipping containers were manufactured till today, models and
production processes tend to be standardized; meanwhile, the functions and application areas
have also been refined constantly.

Case:Refrigerated Container Safeguarding the Export of Fresh Fruits

Corporate Social Responsibility Report 2013

Contributing to Harmony as a
Responsible Citizen

Replacing conventional shipping containers with refrigerated containers, China
Shipping significantly reduced the loss rate of fresh products directly, which not only
helped customers recover from losses, but also increased product demands as well as
farmers' income. As for Australia's importing oranges and grapes to China, in order
to prevent food spoilage caused by temperature changes on the way, China Shipping
developed "ITCS" refrigerated container, which minimized product loss for the clients,
and delivered the "safe food "to consumers.
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2. House Containers—the Convenient
and Moveable Home
With the rapid development of modern society, people's requirements for living are
constantly changing. Some people and industries are in urgent need of comfortable
and portable housing. Based on the customer’s needs, The shipping container
manufacture of CSICO develops house containers for people to live in and rest
comfortably.
In 2013, Jinzhou Container Factory of CSICO jointly researched, developed and
manufactured house containers with the foreign partner company. Based on
sufficient preliminary research, Jinzhou Container Factory optimized and improved
the existing technologies in many ways during the R&D process, so that the new
house containers achieved several advantages:

● The quality guarantee period of the containers' structure has extended to 10 years
from 2 years which hugely improves the performances of earthquake resistance
and deformation resistance;
● The self-draining structure on the top of the container ensures the inside of the
container is dry and comfortable;
● The inside of the container is wood-free and is made of environment-friendly and
energy-saving materials which are in full compliance with international standards.

∧ House Containers Used in Australia's Mining Areas

China Shipping (Group) Company

Topic 2: Colourful Shipping Containers
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China has become the largest car producer and consumer country in the world, therefore,
the car transportation business has been developed rapidly. China Shipping actively
develops new mode to transport cars. The highly reliable and low cost car carrier
containers not only reduce the energy consumption, but also enhance the safety of cars
greatly during transport.

The customized services introduced by CSCL Guangzhou allowed clients to
realize how powerful China Shipping's domestic routes are, and won the trust.
In 2013, CSCL Guangzhou had been named as the good logistic provider in
Model Carrier Project four years in a row.

Thriving Enterprises by
Developing Talents

With CSICO’s dominant advantages in the field of shipping container R&D and
manufacturing, China Shipping actively develops shipping containers for grain transport
and special containers so as to provide tailored container transport services for specific
clients, and to promote the development of maritime transport companies and related
logistics industries.

Aiming for Environmentally
Friendly Maritime Transportation

CSCL Guangzhou blazes new trials and provides a range of quality services to
ensure the network of "Automotive goods" work properly. The measures are
as following:
● The implementation of direct operations of loading next to the boats;
● Reserving spaces for urgent cargo;
● Opening green corridors for cars;
● Counting goods at the time shipped and received, which is the first practice
in the industry;
● Perfecting boutique barge network to achieve seamless connection between
barges and ships 24/7.

Striving for Safety-oriented
Navigation

Case: Innovating Transport Mode of "Automotive Goods",
Providing Personalized Services

Achieving Excellence through
Universal Integrity

3.Car Carrier Container——New TransportMode for Cars

Contributing to Harmony as a
Responsible Citizen

Corporate Social Responsibility Report 2013
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Achieving Excellence through Universal Integrity

１

Achieving Excellence
through Universal Integrity
As the key carriers in the movement of goods and food, shipping enterprises
play a pivotal role in promoting economic and trade exchanges between
countries and regions. China Shipping always pursues the business
philosophy of "Attracting customers worldwide with honesty, building
reputation with integrity operation, and being an integrity, reliable and
innovative global carrier", contributing to the national rejuvenation, social
progress and economic development.

China Shipping (Group) Company
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Achieving Excellence through
Universal Integrity
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Aiming for Environmentally
Friendly Maritime Transportation

Providing Sincere and
Considerate Services

Assisting the Industry's
Healthy Transformation

Contributing to Harmony as a
Responsible Citizen

Corporate Social Responsibility Report 2013
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Promoting Regional
Sustainable Development
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Sincere and
1.1 Providing
Considerate Services
China Shipping has been committed to the service idea of "key accounts, great
cooperation and outstanding service" and provides customers good services throughout
the whole process and all-dimension. We pay great attention to customer dynamic
demands, and understand their expectations timely. We also develop new customer
service plans based on these understandings, and put forth efforts to be a responsible
carrier.

Listening to Our Customers
China Shipping set up a special team to serve big accounts in 2012, which is directly
responsible for the development and maintenance of big accounts. The staff who serving
the key customers must reply the customers' questions or inquiries within 24 hours by
e-mail or phone. If there are any questions that cannot be given a clear reply in a short
period of time, the staff must inform customers the progress of it via e-mail.

Case: Satisfying Customer Demands with Advanced Technologies
In 2013, in virtue of reliable technology, China Shipping completed the ore
transport from Lake Bloom mining area which is located in Seven Islands,
Canada and developed by Wuhan Iron and Steel. Only 0.18 million tons
bulk carriers can dock in this mining area before. After repeated technical
identification and professional investigation in the port, China Shipping
commanded the vessel of "CSB YEARS" berthing at the port to upload iron ore.
The ship is the largest dry bulk ship has berthed in North America, and fully
meets the needs of Wuhan Iron and Steel. China Shipping also won the trust of
Wuhan Iron and Steel by this deal which has laid a solid foundation for further
cooperation.

In order to evaluate the quality of customer service objectively and achieve further
improvement of service quality, our marketing and customer service staff conduct
customer satisfaction surveys with key accounts from time to time. In 2013, China
Shipping practiced the philosophy of comprehensive high quality services, and received
high praises from customers. In the survey, the customer satisfaction rate of CSHS
reached 95 percent.

China Shipping (Group) Company
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Thanks for the advantages of high-volume and low cost, major commodities are always
transported by waterway. However, during the process, tiny negligence might cause great
losses to customers. To protect the legitimate rights and interests for customers, China
Shipping develops rights and interests maintenance strategies in a variety of situations,
which ensures that every delivery is safe, quality and quantity guaranteed, and we never
let any customers down.

Building the Perfect Routes

Thriving Enterprises by
Developing Talents

CSPL is responsible for the operation of four routs, namely Dalian-Yantai route, DalianWeihai route, Lvshun-Dongying route, and Lvshun-Tianjin route. In 2013, CSPL put 11 RoRo ships into operation; the annual passenger transport was 2.374 million, and passenger
turnover reached 220 million passenger-nautical miles, an increase of 0.9% and 0.5%
respectively, which meets the needs of passengers from Liaodong Peninsula, Shandong
Peninsula and surrounding cities of Bohai Bay.

Aiming for Environmentally
Friendly Maritime Transportation

In May 2013, the crew on the Tian Yang Feng vessel of CSBC found out that
there was cargo shortage when they were loading soybeans in Uruguay.
The cargo shortage reached 337 tons and freight shortage was of 0.875%.
Together with other relevant personnel, the Captain carefully checked the
condition of the ship's draft, and concluded that this was a large cargo
shortage problem. The Captain immediately contacted ship owner, shippers
and assessors. The shipper realized the shortage of goods, and made up the
shortage of soybeans. The proactive action taken by the Tian Yang Feng vessel
restored the huge losses for the ship owner.

Striving for Safety-oriented
Navigation

Case: Carrying on the Sense of Ownership, Defending the Interests
of Ship owner

Achieving Excellence through
Universal Integrity

Safeguarding Customer's Rights and Interests

Case: Making the Voyage More Convenient with New Routes

Corporate Social Responsibility Report 2013

Contributing to Harmony as a
Responsible Citizen

CSPL opened up a new route sailing from Lvshun Newport to Tianjin Newport.
The responsible vessel is Putuo Island which is the first large luxury passenger/
vehicle Ro-Ro ship designed and constructed by China. The full distance of the
voyage is 165 nautical miles, and the sailing time is about 11 hours. Compared
with the original route from Dalian to Tianjin Newport, the distance is shortened
by nearly a quarter, and the sailing time is reduced by more than three hours.
The new voyage not only cuts operating costs, but also creates a convenient
and efficient sea route for Dalian, Tianjin, Beijing and even North China.
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1.1.4.Innovating Service Modes
In 2013, CSCL's sea-rail intermodal container shipping reached 386,000 TEUs,
and provided a convenient logistics channel between coastal ports to hinterland
cities. This new service mode balances the cost and efficiency advantages for long
distance and large quantities of goods carried by railway and sea, which provides a
rational logistics solution for the hinterland enterprises, and effectively safeguards
the hinterland cities' consuming demands. Sea-rail transport, water-land transport,
and sea-air transport have been extended to 26 countries and 28 provinces in
China.
We actively use our employee' wisdom to optimize existing services in every aspect.
Targeting customer needs, we also develop and promote new technologies for
customer services with the help of the constantly growing IT platform. In 2013,
China Shipping applied many new technologies, and won the recognition of our
customers with these changes.

Case: Excellent Service with Mobile Phones
On March 25, 2013, China Shipping Xiamen Mobile App project began
its substantive R&D, and started to run on iPhones on May 20. The App
includes bulletin notice, timetable inquiries, ship status, cargo tracking,
customer centers, frequently asked questions and other functional
modules. Running the software on iPhones, customers can quickly check
shipping-related information.

Achieving Excellence through Universal Integrity
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We also focus on the operation of ports in Guangzhou, Dalian, Lianyungang and other
coastal cities, and promote the construction of coastal shipping network comprehensively.

Case: China Shipping and Dalian Port Group Jointly Promoting
the Development of the Paper-making Industry

Contributing to Harmony as a
Responsible Citizen

Corporate Social Responsibility Report 2013
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Reducing logistics costs is a means that traditional manufacturing industry
handling the period of slow growth. In November 2013, China Shipping
and Dalian Port Group signed a strategic cooperation agreement with
China Paper Industry Chamber of Commerce, establishing a stable and
long-term strategic partnership. The agreement helped complement each
other's advantages through resource integration and model innovation,
and deepened the cooperation between shipping companies and paper
factories on maritime and land transport, warehousing, trade, financial and
other services. The agreement also accelerated the cutting of logistics costs
and the improvement of logistics efficiency for paper manufactures, and
achieved the industrial integration between paper-making companies and
logistics companies.

Aiming for Environmentally
Friendly Maritime Transportation

As a central SOE rooted in Shanghai, China Shipping regards Shanghai as the starting
point for the business and fully supports the development of the city to be a shipping
hub. In 2013, the establishment of China (Shanghai) Pilot Free Trade Zone not only
provided a good environment for Shanghai to enhance the international competitiveness,
but also prompted us to think about how to respond to the shipping market challenges
as well as encourage enterprises to seek development. Taking the founding of China
(Shanghai) Pilot Free Trade Zone as an opportunity, China Shipping has adopted a more
open operation approach to help the development of Shanghai's shipping industry.

Striving for Safety-oriented
Navigation

Promoting the Growth of Shipping Centers

Universal Integrity

China Shipping is committed to promote the integration of integrated transport system
and modern logistics, and builds transport network to promote regional economic
and trade exchange with the help of coastal ports, river ports and shipping nodes.
As a leading carrier in China's shipping industry, China Shipping provides a powerful
guarantee for the harmonious development in the central and western regions with its
logistic advantages.

Achieving
诚
信 四 海Excellence
追 求 卓through
越

Regional Sustainable
1.2 Promoting
Development
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Supporting the Development of Inland
Waterway Transportation
China has developed an action plan to accelerate the development of the
transportation of the Yangtze River and other inland waterways, and strives to
build a smooth, efficient, safe, green and modern inland waterway system in 2020.
Making full use of the inland shipping advantages, China Shipping provides quality
shipping and logistics services for cities along the rivers, together with our partners.

Case: Developing the Yangtze River Route with Joint Forces
Conforming to the trend of "liner, large-scale and alliance" of the Yangtze
River Inner Lateral Shipping, CSCL and SIPG Yangtze Ports Group signed
a strategic cooperation framework agreement and provided excellent
logistics chain services to the customers along the Yangtze River. In 2013,
the two parties set up a project team in advance, and jointly provided
route services for Haitong Company within the area of the Yangtze
River, participated in the operation of providing logistics services for GM
Wuhan's auto part project, and provided customized logistics solutions for
big accounts which laid a solid foundation for the further promotion of
using liners for transport, expanding the market in the Yangtze River valley,
and fostering market brand.

Contributing to Local Economic Growth
CSHS has transformed into an integrated service provider from a simple transport
service provider during the cooperation with Huaneng Hainan Power Inc, Hainan
Mining and other big accounts. CSHS continues to extend customer service and
strives to realize the achievement of business efficiency, customer interests as well as
regional development.
CSHS took the initiative to extend the ser vice from transportation to coal
procurement for thermal power plants. Together with Huaneng Hainan Power Inc,
we tracked and analysed domestic and foreign Steam coal prices as well as the
trend of shipping prices, and provided decision-making basis and suggestions
for power plants which could reduce their overall procurement costs. Considering
Hainan's Steam coal transport is vulnerable to typhoon, CSHS made full use of
the professional advantages to inform Huaneng Hainan about typhoon warnings
and moving directions, and to propose reasonable suggestions for the Steam coal
purchase and transport.
In 2013, CSHS takes the responsibility of transport of internal trade steam coal
supply for Haikou Thermal Power Plant by its own, and the Group is irreplaceable in
the transport market for Hainan province.

China Shipping (Group) Company
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Guarantee Transport of Important Materials

1.398
1.26 1.24

0.83

0.87

0.81

0.461
0.781

0.091
0.4

1.08

0.074
0.31

Crude Oil(100 million tons)
2010 年

2011 年

Metal Ore(100 million tons)
2012 年

0.0607

Grain(100 million tons)
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0.054

0.23

Coal(100 million tons)
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After years of steady operation, China Shipping has become China's largest coastal crude oil and coal
carrier, and provided energy for national development continuously through various coastal ports. We
are also in charge of the transport of grain, iron ore and other important materials. With great capacity,
scientific and flexible scheduling, we provide effective transportation for customers, and contribute to
national security and social stability.

2013 年
Aiming for Environmentally
Friendly Maritime Transportation

∧ China Shipping freight volume of important materials 2011-2013

Thriving Enterprises by
Developing Talents
Contributing to Harmony as a
Responsible Citizen

∧ China Shipping's shipping network of coastal waters in 2013

Corporate Social Responsibility Report 2013
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the Industry's
1.3 Assisting
Healthy Transformation
The year of 2013 was still an adjustment period for the global shipping market;
shipping companies had to compete on supply chain rather than vessels. With
the help of government, research institutes, suppliers and other stakeholders,
China Shipping promoted the Group's strategic transformation, and led the
healthy and sustainable development of China's shipping companies through
responsible operations.

Establishing the Mode of Proactive
Cooperation
Sharing capacity within international shipping companies to expand the coverage
of the routes, increasing the frequency of lines, and providing customers with
more high-quality and reliable transport services is a popular international
practice. In 2013, we carried out various forms of cooperation with the majority
of the top 20 shipping enterprises in the world, involving 96% of foreign trade
ocean routes, and extended route coverage to nearly all trade areas. Previously,
the major cooperation between shipping companies was the exchange of freight
space, now co-investing in vessels bears the same significant.

Case: Exploring Low Cost and Resource-sharing Mode
with Main Line Ship Owners
In 2013, Xinhai Line, a subsidiary of CSCL, cooperated with United
Arab Shipping Company (UASC). Xinhai gave part of cargo in the
Persian Gulf ports for UASC to transport, in exchange, UASC withdrew
from the Southeast Asian shipping market which was the major area
that Xinhai operates. The agreement achieved space exchange, service
exchange and reciprocal situations. Since the establishment, Xinhai
has made continuous profit during the downturn of the shipping
market, with no loss in a single month.

China Shipping (Group) Company
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Case: CSL's Finance-Supply Chain Platform Creating New
Business Mode

With the establishment of long-term cooperation with upstream and downstream
enterprises in the supply chain, China Shipping gains value creation ability of the
whole industry chain so as to effectively improve logistics services and promote
the development of other industries.

Corporate Social Responsibility Report 2013
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In 2013, China Shipping and Shengzhen Agricultural Products Co., Ltd., signed a
strategic cooperation framework agreement, exploring business cooperation in
the sea, land and air transportation, warehousing and distribution, finance pledge,
electronic information platform, business and logistics information exchange,
trade purchase and sales. We also negotiated with Shanghai Agricultural Products
Market, a subsidiary of Shengzhen Agricultural Products Co., Ltd about sea
transport, air transport, warehousing, and overseas procurement.

Thriving Enterprises by
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Expanding Industrial Radiation Effects

Aiming for Environmentally
Friendly Maritime Transportation

China Shipping has always been consolidating the cooperation with
direct customers, financial institutions, and various logistics providers
to achieve win-win outcomes and provide customers with better
services. In 2013, CSL built an integrated service platform which
aimed at "Financial services + Logistics supply chain management" to
provide logistics supply chain full service with the help of banks and
purchasing company's external resources, in order to meet customers'
comprehensive needs in the financial chain and supply chain.

Striving for Safety-oriented
Navigation

In August 2013, China Shipping and Shanghai Maritime University signed a
cooperation framework agreement to promote cooperation in the fields of
producing, learning and researching. Shanghai Maritime University provided
the company with talent trainings, business trainings and academic salons. In
return, China Shipping built teaching and practicing base for the University
and assist carrying out research. This collaboration created an opportunity
for exploring restructuring and development of shipping companies. It also
deepened the communication and integration between the shipping industry and
the information industry, which would help resources sharing and advantages
complementing.

Achieving Excellence through
Universal Integrity

Conducting Technology Innovation Jointly
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The sustainable development for an enterprise only can be achieved with
guarantee of safety, in awe of nature, and respect for life. We give appropriate
priority to safety. From against hidden dangers and risk control, China
Shipping builds up and improves the safety management system, and follow
through safety responsibilities into every aspect of business operation and
every day of our employee.

China Shipping (Group) Company
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Aiming for Environmentally
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Creating Solid Defenses

Ensuring Comfortable
Onshore Services

Contributing to Harmony as a
Responsible Citizen
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Building a Long-term
Safety System
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2.1 Building a Long-term Safety System
The long-term safety lies in the building of a safety management system, the promotion of comprehensive
measures, the vigilance of nipping danger in the bud, and the full participation in practice. China Shipping
clarifies responsibilities, raises safety awareness and strengthens coping skills of employees through system
improvement, training normalization, drills and inspections, to prevent human injury or loss of life and
cargo loss.

Effective Safety Management
We always uphold to the approach of "Safety First, Prevention as Priority, Integrated Management" and
follow requirements of "full coverage, zero tolerance, strict enforcement, and emphasizing practical
results". By taking safety management system and safety standardization system as main line, we revised
and well defined responsibilities for workplace safety documents, increased the indicator weight of safety
evaluation, and explored the implementation of one-vote veto of accident and serious accident risk.
In 2013, China Shipping actively promoted the standardization of workplace safety. CSDTC and CSPL
became the first batch of shipping companies which met the class-one standard. 42 subsidiaries of China
Shipping received compliance certificates.

Amend Administrative Accountability Regulation for serious and extremely
serious Accidents, Approach of Workplace Safety Interviews, The Workplace
Safety Responsibility and Work Responsibility Statement, include small
accidents and serious injuries in the evaluation and ask all levels of
employees to sign the Workplace Safety Responsibility Statement

Modify and Update
Contingency Plan,
to improve the
effectiveness and
operability of the
plan, specify the
responsibility of all
levels of contingency
responses agencies,
improve contingency
responses capacity
and coordination.

Assume
Corporate Primary
Responsibility for
Workplace Safety

Update
Contingency
Plan

Safety
Management
System and
Institution
Promote the
Construction of
Workplace Safety
Standardization

Improve Safety
Rules and
Regulations

Developed Regulation
on Health and Safety,
and Regulation of
Safety Management
Responsibility and
other documents; fully
revised Workplace
Safety Supervision and
Management Regulation,
and Workplace Safety
Accident Statistics and
Investigation Regulation

Through the meeting on standardization of workplace safety, promote subsidiaries
to communicate and learn from each other, and advance the full implementation
of safety standardization work through multiple stages like publicizing, training,
document preparation, system operation, self-evaluation and external evaluation.
∧ Important Construction of Safety Management System and Regulations in 2013

China Shipping (Group) Company
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Eliminating Hidden Dangers from the Root
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some vessels did not
operate in accordance with
documented procedures,
improved the pertinence
of safety training, reduced
the retention rate of PSC
inspection, deepened
the checkup of hidden
dangers, and effectively
ensured security.

Achieving Excellence through
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The key of safety guarantee is to prevent risks. Through analyzing and summarizing the cause
of security failures and accidents, and predicting problems, we found out the links which
are most vulnerable to security risks. We also eliminate risks from the root through routine
examination and self-examination. Meanwhile, we have further rectified the practices that

Case: the Vessel of CSB YEARS Passed PSC Check with Zero Defects

Corporate Social Responsibility Report 2013
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∧ The vessel of CSB YEAS is accepting PSC inspection

Thriving Enterprises by
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The vessel of CSB YEARS conducted more emergency equipment operations,
emergency drills, and PSC pre-inspection checks. While practicing skills of
equipment operation and maintenance, the crew gradually improved all kinds of
signs. Following the approach of "perfect, pretty, full", the crew produced more
than 3,000 signs, completed classification and inventory of all materials and spare
parts, and achieved great management of these materials and spare parts. When
berthed in Seven Island Port, Canada, the vessel of CSB YERS accepted up to eight
hours of PSC inspection and received Zero Defects report. The local PSC inspectors
spoke highly about the crew and commented “Nice ship! Good crew! Good job!”

Aiming for Environmentally
Friendly Maritime Transportation

∧ The crew of “Putuo Island” vessel are overhauling the
lifesaving equipment
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Bearing Safety in Mind
The practitioner of safety management is each
and every employee. We inspire our staff’s safety
awareness and encourage established best practice
through security drills, advocacy and trainings which are
close to the actual work. We require that safe become
an integral part of an individual’s own standards, and
establish "people-oriented" safety value so that the
safety management can be implemented and achieve
maximum effectiveness.

2013

2012

Work Accident/Accidents

18

29

Death in line of duty

0

1

Serious injuries in line of duty

0

4

Year

∧ Statistics of Accidents in 2013 and 2012

● Safety Trainings
We have developed scientific and strict training programs, and organized employees of different
levels to study system documents and relevant rules and regulations of the Group through onsite teaching and multimedia PPT. We also improved the employees' professional competence
through special trainings.

CSDTC

CSBC

Organized the crew to
learn safety knowledge and
take pre-job examinations;
if the crew failed the
examination, they would
be required to learn again
and resit the examination

CSISC

Held seminars and
professional and practical
training programs on
Remote Monitoring
Technology System and
Application Technology,
and ME EFI Diesel
Engine Control System
Technology

Developed Outline of Crew
Pre-job Training, Outline
of Crew on Board Training;
improved the system of
crew pre-job training; the
onshore departments
have seminars on shipping
business and engineering
business every week

∧ Safety training program of some of the Group's subsidiaries

Fighting Illegal and Violations
Quiz: 11,794 people participated,
and got a Winner

China Shipping's Fire Fight
Quiz: 201 ships and 7,703
crew members participated

The Safety
Knowledge
Contests that
the Group
Organized and
Participated

The International Maritime
Labour Convention online quiz:
2,715 people participated

∧ The safety knowledge contest that the Group organized and participated

China Shipping (Group) Company
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● Safety Drills
In 2013, we continued to carry
out conventional and special
drills on fire fighting, emergency
evacuation, prioritized security,
as well as anti-piracy. We also
strengthened the firemen team
building in key enterprises and
increased the investment for fire
equipment. Fire emergency and
evacuation drills were carried out
in over 280 companies, fire safety
emergency drills were carried out
75 times, emergency evacuation
drills in crowded places were
carried out 28 times, with a total
of 1,988 participants throughout
the year. China Shipping was
named as outstanding company
of the annual "Fire safety major
investigation and major renovation
in waterway system ".

Striving for Safety-oriented
Navigation
for Environmentally
绿Aiming
色罗盘
环保海运
Friendly Maritime Transportation

∧ The crew of Ning’an Third vessel is practicing
boat lowing
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2.2 Creating Solid Defenses
Both natural and human factors like changeable weather and rampant piracy make more uncertainty for shipping.
We pay attention to safety all the time, from rigid system to flexible management, and from external technologies to
internal capabilities. We also strive to build an integrated solid defense to safeguard maritime shipping.

Application of Leading Technologies
We adhere to independent innovation, and learn from international advanced technologies to enhance security.
The information systems and high technologies not only put "protective clothing" on vessels, but also enable
the company to build a more powerful automatic adjustment and emergency braking system. High-techs also
provide favorable conditions for real-time tracking and feedback of security information, and build a more
smooth and convenient communication channel lead to high anti-risk ability during the way.

Actively promote the remote monitoring system jointly
developed by SSSRI and CSBC in 2012. CSBC invested RMB
2.04 million to transform cabin comprehensive alarming and
remote monitoring system for 6 ships in 2013

Comprehensive
Alarming
and Remote
Monitoring

Special fund
supporting
CSTC’s TDMA/
FDMA system
onboard
satellite
communication
system

Satellite
Communication
System

Application
of Safety
Technologies

Simulator
Training and
Training Ship
Upgrading

CSISC has invested
about RMB 7 million
to implement turbine
simulator training
room project, largescale navigation
simulator training
room project, and
Haiying training
ship (transporting
liquid and cargo)
upgrading project

The Central
Managing and
Monitoring
Information
System

T h e th i rd ph as e of the Grou p's c e n tra l m on i tori n g
information system for ship using B/S structure and
integration of electronic maps
∧ China Shipping's outcomes of upgrading the application of technologies in 2013
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Upgrading the Prevention

2012

19

21

CSCL

4

4

CSDTC

4

4

CSBC

4

8

CSPL

0

1

CSISC

4

3

CSHS

2

1

Puhai

1

0

1

2

The total number of ship accidents

The number of ship accidents of
each subsidiary

Reported ordinary accident/accidents

Aiming for Environmentally
Friendly Maritime Transportation

2013

Year

Striving for Safety-oriented
Navigation

● Collision Prevention
In 2013, we promoted ship anti-collision management through various
means, including the adjustment of the remote shore-based monitors
who are based in Wusong VTS center, promoting the installation of CCTV
systems, and strengthening playback checks of surveillance systems so as
to reduce collisions caused by violation of rules and regulations.

Achieving Excellence through
Universal Integrity

The safe navigation is the priority among priorities of the Group's steady
development, and the "Five Preventions", which include the prevention of
collision, piracy, pollution, injury as well as fire and explosions, are the most
important issues. We achieved our goals in the "Five Preventions" work
through preventive measures which suiting local conditions and resilience
of the real-time feedbacks.

∧ 2013 年与 2012 年船舶事故统计
Thriving Enterprises by
Developing Talents
Contributing to Harmony as a
Responsible Citizen
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Must find out the causes of any accident;
must educate accident-related parties and
employees; must implement preventive
measures; must punish the people who
are responsible for the accidents
Holding Maritime
Safety Committee
professional meetings
regularly, analysing
typical cases,
summarizing lessons
from the Group's ship
safety management
experiences,
proposing professional
suggestions

Summarizing
Regularly and
Providing
Suggestions

Four-Musts
Principles
of Handling
Accidents

Optimizing the
Platform and
Strengthening
the Supervision

Simplifying
Documents
and Perfecting
Systems

Optimizing and per fecting incident
repor ting, investigation, analysis,
statistic and the information platform for
reporting; refining the initial, follow-up
and final report of accident; supervising
the safety with the information and
network security management system,
sharing experiences and lessons learned
from accidents
∧ China Shipping’s accident management measures in 2013

China Shipping (Group) Company

Merging the original
five documents on
accident reporting,
investigation and
handling into two
documents, which
are Contingency Plan
for Workplace Safety
Accident and The
Regulation of China
Shipping (Group)
Workplace Safety
Accident Investigation
and Handling

Striving for Safety-Oriented Navigation
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Achieving Excellence through
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● Piracy Prevention
We strengthened our anti-piracy capabilities by improving equipment and
facilities, equipping with prevention tools, developing contingency plans,
carrying out simulation exercises, strengthening alarm systems and other
methods. In 2013, 505 ships of the Group passed the Gulf of Aden, the Indian
Ocean and other dangerous waters, of which we had the navy's escort once,
the joint convoy's escort twice, and 18 vessels arranged security personnel
armed escort.

Striving for Safety-oriented
Navigation
Thriving Enterprises by
Developing Talents

● Seasonal Prevention
In addition to the "Five Preventions", typhoons, earthquakes, storms, tsunamis
and other meteorological disasters also pose huge threat to maritime transport.
Among them, typhoons challenge China's shipping industry the most. In this
regard, following the approach of "prevention first, prevention and resistance
integration", and the principles of "early planning, early preparation, early
action, and early prevention", we closely monitor typhoons so as to minimize
economic losses and harm to people.

Aiming for Environmentally
Friendly Maritime Transportation

∧ The crew are doing privacy prevention drill

Contributing to Harmony as a
Responsible Citizen
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2.3

Ensuring Comfortable
Onshore Services

Ports and manufacturing bases are the foundation of safety and smooth
transport of goods. Adopting measures to suit local conditions and
considering different working features, China Shipping takes preventive and
optimized measures to ensure personnel, equipment and cargo's security,
with guarantee at the initial stage and terminal point.

Building Safe Ports
We actively promote onshore companies to get standard compliance
certificates, improve documents and enhance execution, organize safety
trainings and special activities to ensure workplace safety and reduce
hidden dangers.

∧ Hainan dock container yard

China Shipping (Group) Company
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We believe that all accidents can and should be avoided. We strictly adhere to
the safety rules and regulations during shipbuilding and maintenance to prevent
accidents. We not only ensure production quality, but also ensure employees' health.

∧ Workplace Safety Management in CIC in 2013

Corporate Social Responsibility Report 2013

Contributing to Harmony as a
Responsible Citizen

Continued to focus on fire
and explosion prevention,
improved seasonal
workplace safety performance,
strengthened the inspection for
hidden dangers and safety check,
promoted major investigation and
major renovation of workplace safety.

Thriving Enterprises by
Developing Talents

Continued to improve systems.
Kept improving the personal
protective equipment for the
shipyard, work area setting
up, scaffolding erection, safe
passage annotation, pipeline
classification Standard
colour, the factory "5s"
and other aspects.

Aiming for Environmentally
Friendly Maritime Transportation

Strengthened safety education
and training. All relevant
management personnel of the
Group have received security
management certificates
from the safety supervision
departments; special
operations staff must obtain
certificates.

Safety
Management
in CIC

Striving for Safety-oriented
Navigation

Actively promoted the
standardization of workplace safety
. Organized all sub-companies
to be reviewed for the first
level certification in workplace
safety standardization, and
the national second and
third level external review.
Held sharing meetings
Improved the safety
for workplace safety
management system.
standardization.
Increased the workplace
Issue regulations like
safety input. Develop the
Implementation Measures
Management Approach of
of workplace Safety Interview
the Withdraw and Use of
System , Management
workplace Safety Cost at CIC.
Regulation of Safety Supervision,
In 2013, the total investment
and Rating Assessment of Shipwas RMB 10.26 million.
Building Safety Supervision.
Workplace

Achieving Excellence through
Universal Integrity

Eliminating Workplace Accidents
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３

Aiming for EnvironmentFriendly Maritime Transport
For shipping companies, enabling our future generations to feel the
magnificence of the sea is our duty. Revering and respecting the
environment, China Shipping always regards the environment protection
as a basic principle of business since establishment. We strive to reduce the
environment load caused by shipping, and spare no effort to protect marine
biodiversity to achieve real harmony with the ocean.

China Shipping (Group) Company
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Achieving Excellence through
Universal Integrity
Striving for Safety-oriented
Navigation

Promoting Energy Conservation
and Emission Reduction

Contributing to Harmony as a
Responsible Citizen

Advocating Green
Development Philosophy

Thriving Enterprises by
Developing Talents

Reducing the Environment
Load During Transport

Aiming for Environmentally
Friendly Maritime Transportation

Enhancing Environmental
Management System
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3.1

Enhancing Environmental
Management System

The Group is in strict compliance with national laws and international conventions on environmental
protection, and takes initiative to meet the challenges of resources and environment. With the excellent
environmental management mechanism, China Shipping effectively controls pollutant emissions, and is in
pursuit of harmony with the ocean.

Building Environmental Management System
In 2013, the Group pressed ahead the establishment of the environmental management system, and
actively promoted the full practice of green development philosophy of all employees. We continued to
promote our subsidiaries to build sound environmental management mechanism, and ensured that the
Group's environmental requirements being implemented in shipping and daily operations. In addition,
China Shipping put forth efforts to create a truly green operating shipping company.

CSDC: Improving environmental
management system documents

CSCL: Promoting comprehensive energy
efficiency management for vessels

Actively fulfilling international and domestic
environmental protection recommended
standards, regulations and requirements,
constantly gathering information about marine
conservation and environmental conventions
at home and abroad, improving the operability
and monitoring of environmental management
system documents, preventing prone and
common defect of ship, avoiding negative
impacts on the marine environment, and
striving to maintain a better environment for
human survival.

Established the ship energy efficiency
management team, completed the preparation
and fully implementation of Ship Energy Efficiency
Management Plan for all self-operated vessels.
All self-operated vessels had been reviewed
by China Classification Society, and obtain
Ship Energy Efficiency Management Certificate
from CCS. Completed the development and
operation of energy efficiency management
information system, completed the development
of Energy Management Program, completed the
preparation of the Operation Guide of the Ship
Energy Efficiency Management Measures

CHHS: Building environmental management
system project

CSDTC: Building a “Four in One”
management system

Specify the approach of safety and environmental
protection as “Safety, Environment-friendly,
Health” in the quality and safety management
system. According to the approach, the company
developed a series of pollution prevention and
environmental protection programs, operating
systems, and related documents, required the
relevant departments to study carefully. Actively
organized offshore employees carrying out
trainings to ensure that relevant documents and
systems to be follow through.

Combined the safety, quality, environmental
protection and occupational health into one
integrated management system, and obtained
integrated management system certificated
issued by DNV and CCS in September, 2009

China Shipping (Group) Company
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In 2013, China Shipping actively participated in the "low-carbon and energy-saving
action among thousands of enterprises," and low-carbon transport special activity
of thousands of enterprises in "car, ship, road, port" so as to enhance employee's
awareness of environmental protection.

Achieving Excellence through
Universal Integrity

Promoting Environmental Protection
philosophy

Striving for Safety-oriented
Navigation
Aiming for Environmentally
Friendly Maritime Transportation

∧ The No.1 staff canteen of CIC Jiangsu Company is
playing energy-saving and emission-reduction videos

Thriving Enterprises by
Developing Talents

∧ The promotion week of energy-saving in CSHS

Corporate Social Responsibility Report 2013

Contributing to Harmony as a
Responsible Citizen

∧ The bulletin board which promote energysaving and emission-reduction of ships
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3.2

educing the Environment
Load During Transport

Although carbon emissions generated by the shipping industry is the lowest
comparing to cars, planes and other means of transportation, the shipping business
still takes carbon emissions reduction during transport as the priority to fulfill
environmental responsibility. China Shipping strives to reduce the environmental
load during transport through actively reducing emissions of the vessels, improving
energy utilization, and developing and utilizing of new energy.

Building the Modern Fleets
China Shipping expedites the fleets transformation to large-scale, modern, lowcarbon and younger in age. We also positively develop safe, environmentfriendly, and energy-saving "green ships", and accelerate the energy-inefficient old
vessels phase-out. In 2013, the Group phase out 24 old vessels and introduced 11
environment-friendly vessels, which was conducive to promote green transport,
reduce carbon emissions and develop the shipbuilding industry.

∧ CSCL's 14,000 TEU Container Ship, by far the largest one

China Shipping (Group) Company
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Improving Energy Efficiency

18,372

30.62

17.8

12,727

经济效益（万美元）
2012 年

2013 年

∧ Slow steaming performance from 2011 to 2013 (comparing with 50% MCR)

2007 年

50%MCR

All CSCL's selfmanaged large
container carriers
slow steaming
(40% MCR)

40%MCR

2012 年

2013 年

All CSCL's selfmanaged large
container carriers
slower steaming
(30% MCR)

All CSCL's selfmanaged large
container carriers
slower steaming
(25% MCR)

30%MCR

25%MCR

Corporate Social Responsibility Report 2013
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∧ CSCL Steadily Promotes All Ships Slow Steaming

Thriving Enterprises by
Developing Talents

All CSCL's selfmanaged large
container carriers
slow steaming
(50% MCR)

2009 年

Aiming for Environmentally
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节油（万吨）

Striving for Safety-oriented
Navigation

15,184

23.36

2011 年

Achieving Excellence through
Universal Integrity

In 2013, China Shipping fully promoted slow steaming to further ship energy saving
and emission reduction. When the main and auxiliary engines of the ship operating
normally, slow down the speed of the main engine could reduce fuel consumption.
In addition, the Group introduced the speed indicators of "slow steaming" and
"slower steaming", detailed operation specifications, and set requirements of the
maintenance and monitoring of related equipment.

50
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Case: 5-Ones to Achieve Cost Efficiency
In 2013, CSDTC took measures to cut the carbon emission in every aspects
and implemented the long-term mechanism of energy conservation and
emission reduction. The company established an energy-saving workgroup
and proposed "5-ones" target, which means every ship reducing fuel
consumption by 1 ton every day and saving RMB 100 million for the
company in 1 year. Compared to the previous year, the company cut
the operating cost RMB 509 million by fuel saving through futures deal,
technology and management. During the process, the ship fuel costs were
reduced most, from 47% to 43% of the total and saved RMB 434 million.

Developing and Utilizing New Energy
In order to achieve green operations, the search for alternative fuels has become a
new trend in the industry. DNV GL's (the merged company of Det Norske Veritas and
Germanischer Lloyd) research showed that over 20% of the ships are expected to use
the hybrid fuel propulsion system. Responding to the national call, China Shipping is
the first shipping company in China which actively develops LNG and diesel dual fuel
ship to reduce the carbon emissions.

Case: CIC Led LNG Dual-fuel Ship Transformation
As the first state-owned enterprise in China’s shipping industry which
conducted LNG ship power transformation, CIC Lixin Shipyard actively
prepared Puhai shipping's “211”vessel to pilot the transformation in
LNG dual-fuel power. The work has successfully passed the review and
assessment of Shanghai Maritime Safety Administration, Maritime Safety
Administration of the People's Republic of China and China Classification
Society, and laid a solid foundation for the smooth construction of “211”
vessel’ LNG conversion project. In addition, the project established a
benchmark in the shipbuilding industry, and contributed to the use of LNG
in China.

China Shipping (Group) Company
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China Shipping implements innovative energy management, improves overall level of energy
conservation of the Group through projects, and strengthens collaboration within the Group. The
company takes energy saving, water saving, materials saving, power saving, and emission reduction
as the most important issues, and improves energy utilization efficiency.

345

502.07

352

124

98

343

83

40,979
30,795
23,895

Fuel (10,000 tons)
2011 年

Natural Gas (10,000 nm3 )
2012 年

Power Consumption
(10,000kwh)

2013 年

∧ Statistics on energy use from 2011 to 2013

1,075.49
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Total energy consumption
(10,000 tons of standard coal)
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510.48 519.97

Universal Integrity

Promoting Energy Conservation and
Emission Reduction

Achieving
诚
信 四 海Excellence
追 求 卓through
越

3.3
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1,096.81
1,067.36

20.75

SO2（10,000 tons）
2012 年

Contributing to Harmony as a
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2011 年

20.59

Thriving Enterprises by
Developing Talents

CO2（10,000 tons）

21.16

2013 年

∧ Statistics of emissions from 2011 to 2013
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Saving Resource
In 2013, China Shipping innovated energy-saving project management and practically promoted
energy conservation. Guided by technical upgrading, the Group carried out energy conservation
projects and aimed to control and reduced energy consumption. Meanwhile, the Group equipment
remained in good condition, and perfectness ratio of plant reached 99.968%.

Case: CIC's Got the Recognition from the Government for Promotion
Green Production
Through clean production, environmental protection and energy conservation, Boluomiao
Ship Factory, a sub-company of CIC, not only enhanced productivity and improved
safety level of equipment, but also prevented on-site waste. In addition, the employees'
capabilities of lean manufacturing and cost management had been improved. In 2013, the
QC results of Improving the Outcomes of Cost Reduction of Natural Gas Project written by
the factory obtained the reward of "2013 Outstanding QC Achievements in the Transport
Sector", and got RMB 304,000 cash reward by the Guangzhou municipal government in
virtue of the performance in energy saving and environmental protection.

The groove of the pipe
beveling machine is in a
good shape, raising efficiency
by 8-10 times, and saving
gas for cutting and electricity
for polishing

The frequency conver tor
in the Feilongshan floating
dock saved electricity by
120,000 KWH annually, and
saved electricity charge by

Highlighted
Measures
Using 120 energy-saving
lamps replacing Little Sun for
ships, saving electricity by
253,000KWH annually, and
saved electricity charge by
RMB 238,000

China Shipping (Group) Company

Replacing alternating current
manual welding machines
with CO2 shield welders;
each new machine saves
electricity by 9,432 KWH
annually and the efficiency is
improved by 2.8 times

Aiming for Environment-Friendly Maritime Transport
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Promoting Slow Steaming to Reduce Emissions

Upholds the philosophy of green shipping, CSCL always strives to reduce the
environmental impacts that the vessels have on terminals through the use
of shore power and clean energy as well as slow steaming. In July 2013, the
Port of Los Angeles issued a certificate to CSCL jointly signed by its President
and Executive Director, which is in recognition and appreciation of CSCL's
efforts in reducing air pollution and benefiting local residents and the marine
environment.

Striving for Safety-oriented
Navigation

Case: China Shipping Won the Slow Steaming to Reduce
Emissions Special Reward from the Port of Los Angeles

Achieving Excellence through
Universal Integrity

China Shipping has always focused on the emissions generated by the vessels which
would impact the marine environment. Through the application of new processing
technologies and strict controls, China Shipping ensures the operation will not be
at the expense of the detriment of the natural environment and is in pursuit of
sustainable development.

Aiming for Environmentally
Friendly Maritime Transportation
Thriving Enterprises by
Developing Talents
Contributing to Harmony as a
Responsible Citizen
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Building Green Ports
In 2013, China shipping actively improved the environment of the terminals, and strived
to develop green terminals. The terminal companies worked to promote harmonious
coexistence with the natural environment through several measures, such as improving
the process of handling operation in terminals, reducing site trailer energy consumption;
arranging storage yard plans reasonably, implementing efficient and energy-saving yard
operation; launching dock AMP onshore power supply and implementing crane auxiliary
diesel retrofit program.

Case: CSTD Promoting Energy-saving and Emission Reduction
Technologies
Nansha Stevedoring Co., Ltd of Guangzhou Port, a joint venture company coinvested by CSTD, actively promotes energy-saving and emission reduction
technologies. The company has invested RMB 110 million to apply the energysaving technologies which enable the yard cranes to be powered by electricity
instead of diesel oil. The project includes the construction of 9 box-type
substations, and reconstruction of 100 heavy container storage yards and 52
yard cranes. At present, the annual energy cost saving is more than RMB 35
million, energy consumption reduction is of 4,000 tons of standard coal, CO2
emission reduction is of 10,000 tons, and both economic and social benefits
are achieved.

China Shipping (Group) Company
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Advocating Green Development
Philosophy

The ocean is a treasure house for biological resources, and provides vast space for the
survival and reproduction of mass plants and animals. It is also a place for human beings to
access important resources in the future. Since the concept of environmental protection has
been around, more and more cargo owners seek eco-friendly supply chains. China Shipping
advocates green ideas, and promotes low carbon development in the shipping industry with
close cooperation with upstream and downstream enterprises of the industry chain.

Case: CSCL Received "Clean Shipping" International Certificate

In 2013, CSCL got the recognition after passing the Clean Shipping Index's
inspection of the onshore company and the vessels. CSCL received the Clean
Shipping Index qualifications, and became one of the few liner companies who had
got certified from the project.

Developing Talents

人 本 发 展by
活 力Thriving
扬 帆 Enterprises

*Ｃｌｅａｎｉｎｇ Ｓｈｉｐｐｉｎｇ Ｉｎｄｅｘ ｉｓ ａ ｊｏｉｎｔ ｅｎｖｉｒｏｎｍｅｎｔａｌ ｐｒｏｊｅｃｔ ｌａｕｎｃｈｅｄ ｂｙ Ｓｗｅｄｅｎ ｌｏｃａｌ ｍａｎａｇｅｍｅｎｔ
ａｓｓｏｃｉａｔｉｏｎｓ ａｎｄ Ｇｏｔｈｅｎｂｕｒｇ Ｂｕｓｉｎｅｓｓ Ｂｕｒｅａｕ ｉｎ ２００７． Ｔｈｒｏｕｇｈ ｔｈｅ ｃｌａｓｓｉｆｉｃａｔｉｏｎ， ｃａｌｃｕｌａｔｉｎｇ ａｎｄ
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ｉｍｐａｃｔ ｏｆ ｍａｒｉｔｉｍｅ ｔｒａｎｓｐｏｒｔ ｏｎ ｔｈｅ ｅｎｖｉｒｏｎｍｅｎｔ．
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Friendly Maritime Transportation

In recent years, shipping companies registering in the Clean Shipping Index
database* has become one of the determining factors when more and more
customers choosing shipping companies. Some customers even mandatorily
demand shipping lines to submit the information of more than 90% of their own
vessels to the Clean Shipping Index website, and ask the classification society which
is designated by the Index to conduct ship inspection and certification.

Striving for Safety-oriented
Navigation

In 2013, CSCL thoroughly managed carbon emissions and carbon footprint from the container
transport, helped customers accurately manage the emissions during transport, and provided
customers with greener transport services.
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Thriving Enterprises by
Developing Talents
As 90% of global trade volumes have been transport by sea, 6.5 billion
residents of this planet cannot live without 1.5 million seamen' hard work.
With main business in shipping transport, China Shipping respects all of the
employee, and safeguards their basic rights and interests. We also provide
more comprehensive support for staff development. Furthermore, we care
about every employee's work and life with whole-hearted, and strive to
inspire their enthusiasm about work and life.

China Shipping (Group) Company
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Thriving in Big Platform

China Dream, China
Shipping Love
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4.1 Building a Long-term Safety System
China Shipping highly respects each and every member of the Group, protects their labor rights, and cares
about their physical and psychological needs. The Group strictly abides by international human rights
conventions and labor standards, and ensures all the staff working in a comfortable environment and
maintains a pleasant mood.

Respecting Diversified Cultures
By the end of 2013, China Shipping has 136 overseas enterprises and institutions, and outlets in more than
100 countries and regions around the world. We welcome people from everywhere with multicultural,
education, ethnic and racial background. Through the blending of diversified cultures, we can better
understand the needs of our customers.
In 2013, the total number of domestic staff at China Shipping is 42,388, among which the percentage of
male employees is 86.9%, the percentage of female employees is 13.1%, women in management of the
Group is 9.65%; crew is 48.3%, onshore employees is 51.7%. In addition, we also have overseas employees
from Hong Kong, North America, Europe, Southeast Asia, Western Asia, Africa and South America.
1.9%

9.3%
33.8%

21.5%

22.1%

39.8%

13.2%

29.9%

28.4%

Age 25 or below

Age 26 to 35

High School or below

College or special secondary schoo

Age 46 to 55

Age 56 or above

University

Master degree or above

Age 36 to 45

∧ Educational level of domestic employees

∧ Age description of domestic employees

China Shipping strictly implements
of the Labor Contract Law and
relevant laws and regulations.
Labor contract signing rate and
the coverage of collective labor
contracts and social insurances in
China Shipping all reached 100%.

"Half of China Shipping's (West Asia) staff are local residents.
Chinese companies adhere to the people-oriented. The company
is like a family, and our Chinese bosses and colleagues are warm
and friendly. As a respect for our religion and culture, all the cups
and food would be moved to a special room during Ramadan time.
The company not only has strong capital, advanced technology,
management philosophies, high quality and efficient service systems,
but also provides an opportunity for me to know the society."
——Ｃｈｉｎａ Ｓｈｉｐｐｉｎｇ （Ｗｅｓｔ Ａｓｉａ）
Ｌｏｇｉｓｔｉｃｓ Ｓａｌｅｓ Ｒｅｐｒｅｓｅｎｔａｔｉｖｅ Ｔｕｏｒｓ

China Shipping (Group) Company
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Expanding Engagement Channels

We also pay attention to the timeliness and transparency of information release. In 2013, China Shipping
developed the Management Approach of the Publicity of Shipping. The approach also specified the 5
categories and 20 projects of shipping information release, as well as the main form, release time and the
way of supervision and inspection.

● Caring about Employees' Physical Fitness
We strictly observe the compliance requirements of Maritime Labour Convention (2006) and state
regulations, organizing health examinations and managing certificates. We also provide personalized
services according to different situations, and reduce the incidence of different types of occupational
diseases by creating a safe and comfortable environment and developing suitable workflow and working
strength.

∧ China Shipping sending health

examination services on board

Corporate Social Responsibility Report 2013
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The offshore crew face a dilemma that if they
had physical examinations and obtained new
health cer tificates in a foreign countr y, the
expenditure is huge; if they returned to China
to do examinations, they have to be on and off
board frequently which will affect their rest and
work. In order to fix this problem, CSISC Shanghai
Branch took the initiative to contact the Marine
Hospital and sent medical staff on board. The
medical staff provided package ser vices like
information collection, blood tests and hearing
tests for crew members of Xinyong’an 2, sparing
their exhaustion from traveling.

Thriving Enterprises by
Developing Talents

Case: Sending Health Examination Team on Board, Providing Package Services

Aiming for Environmentally
Friendly Maritime Transportation

All aspects of the shipping industry have high physical fitness requirements for employees, whether in
shipbuilding, navigation, handling or logistics and distribution. Employee's physical and mental health is
the foundation for the long-term development of the Group; we try our best to create better conditions
for the staff to ensure that they can work in the best status.

Striving for Safety-oriented
Navigation

Ensuring Physical and Mental Health

Achieving Excellence through
Universal Integrity

We mobilize our employees to fully use their wisdom, and listen to their opinions about operation
management. In May 2013, a rationalization proposal collection activity called “I Offer an Advice for
the Enterprise's Restructuring and Development” was held. In August, specialized labor contest called
“Innovating Management, Reducing Cost and Increasing Efficiency” was held. The rationalization
proposal uploading mechanism not only makes employees feel the recognition of their abilities, but also
provides an inexhaustible force for the Group's innovation and development.
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● Caring about Mental Health
Only positive and optimistic employees can make an enterprise develop and
prosper. However, with the rapid changes of the global industry and the fast
development of the Group, the crew are facing more and more pressure.
Therefore, we strive to understand, analyze and ease their pressure, and hope
they can keep a pleasant mood at work and in life.

Continuously improve living
function of the vessels,
increasing facilities for crew's
living, enter tainment, and
communications

Organize health
lectures, carry out
popular sports
and entertainment
activities, provide
medical care and
nutrition knowledge,
set up mental health
counselling clinic

Improve the
Crew's Work
and Life
Conditions

Organize
Education
on Health
Knowledge

Provide subsidies for crew who
encountered sudden changes;
organize recreation activities,
provide communication
p l a t f o rm b e t we e n s h i p a n d
shore, managers and crew

Enhance
the Crew
Management

The Major
Ways to
Relieve Stress &
Anxiety

Enhance
Humanity
Concerns
for the Crew

Improve the selection and training
mechanisms of the crew, establish
the crew's mental status file, and
arrange the schedules and routes
reasonably

Establish
Pressure
Alarming
Mechanisms

Peopleoriented,
strengthen
ideological
and political
work

Provide the
assessment of the
crew's psychological
pressure, gather the
crew's psychological
information, and
take appropriate
measures to
Relieve Stress & Anxiety

Use talking, home visits and other
ways to understand our crew deeply
and solve practical problems; guide
the crew to establish concepts of fair
competition, common development,
and promote the inclusive and
collaborative teamwork spirit

∧ The Major Ways to Relieve Stress & Anxiety

Case: CSBC Installing WiFi on the Vessel
In November 2013, CSBC installed an all-in-one computer and wireless
router on the vessel of Anhua, which enabled the crew members
to easily and quickly use wireless WiFi. Via LAN and WiFi, the crew
can share all information within the system, including films and TV
programs, MP3 music and a variety of leisure games. The installation
caused a sensation on the ship, and aroused the crew's strong interest.
When the installation works properly on vessel Anhua, CSBC will install
the equipment on all of the vessels to better enrich the crew's cultural
life when they are not at work.

China Shipping (Group) Company
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Talent is always the core competitiveness of an enterprise, so we focus on cultivating a younger,
professional, and international talent team. We offer opportunities to employees who work hard,
and provide better positions to employees who are capable. We expand the space for employees
to grow, bring together a wide range of top talents, and share the company's prosperity with each
individual.

We pay attention to the selection and training of talents. Starting from the talent-building
philosophy and policies, we optimize the allocation of human resources, motivate staff's working
enthusiasm, provide a variety of support methods to help every employee grow, and promote the
Group to build an outstanding team.

Optimize
managers
Hierarchy
Management

Perfect
Employees
Evaluation

Perfect
Performance
Assessment

Further highlight the
strategic orientation,
efficiency, effectiveness, value
contribution and cost control,
significantly streamline the
annual assessment indicators,
and strengthen incentives
and constraints

Thriving Enterprises by
Developing Talents

Link the evaluation results
with remuneration,
selection and appointment.
Break egalitarianism,
and introduce the use
of assessment tools to
improve the scientificity of
all employees evaluation

Promote
the Group's
Unified
Recruitment

Establish a unified
management rank sequence
for the Group, and optimize
leaders hierarchy setting
management

Aiming for Environmentally
Friendly Maritime Transportation

Establish and improve the
Group's unified recruitment
management. The Group's
unified recruitment will be
launched since 2015

Striving for Safety-oriented
Navigation

Supporting Talent Development

Achieving Excellence through
Universal Integrity

4.2 Boundless Stage for Talents

In 2013, we followed the distribution concept that “Wages Rise when the Company's Incomes are
Rising and Wages Fall when the Company's Incomes are Falling” to further strengthening the wage
and income linkage mechanism. We also developed an Interim Regulations on the Management
of the Group's Overall Salary Budget and the overall solutions. Based on the optimization
compensation assessment and benefits management for different levels, we motivated employees
in a more reasonable way.

Corporate Social Responsibility Report 2013

Contributing to Harmony as a
Responsible Citizen

∧ China Shipping's Support for Talents Development
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Helping Every Employee Grow with
Comprehensive Training Plans
To enable every member of the Group to access to training opportunities and to improve
performance capacity and professional competence, China Shipping actively explores new
approaches to improve the relevance and effectiveness of training programs. In 2013,
China Shipping Leadership Management Institution was established, which provided a new
platform for the Group to educate managers and build a talent team. Meanwhile, the Group
took the Thousand Talents Programs as the starting point, sending outstanding young
talents to study high-level business management courses and other specialized courses
abroad.

● Supporting Employees to Get Educated and Trained
We pressed ahead the Thousand Talents Programs in 2013 to adjust to the continuously
changing business situation. We actively cultivated professionals as well as international
talents as urgent needed by diversified business development, and provided more
comprehensive training support for managers and backbones.

4

Selected 3 managers going to the World Maritime University, and 1 manager
going to Cranfield University pursuing master degree

5

Selected 5 managers to join the Shipping Finance Training Program organized
jointly by Shanghai Maritime University and the World Maritime University

126

Selected 126 people participating in the training for cadres organized by Party
School of the CPC and the SASAC

480

Arranged two categories of 10 training programs home and abroad, and trained
around 480 managers and business backbones in 13 semesters

∧ China Shipping's Thousand Talents Programs supporting education and training

● Optimizing Training Systems
I n 2 0 1 3 , C h i n a S h i p p i n g o rg a n i z e d T h re e
Commanders (captains, chief engineers and
political commissars) courses 6 times, with a total
of 284 participants. Meanwhile, China Shipping
built a complete and systematic online training
platform, facilitating crew members learning. The
Group planned to organize training programs
about the new trends of logistics, finance,
e-commerce between the end of 2013 and the
first half of 2014 based on feedbacks.
∧ China Shipping crew members'
online training website
http://www.cs-elearning.com/

China Shipping (Group) Company
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In June 2013, Zhoushan City, Zhejiang Province held the 2nd Skills Competition for
Chinese Seamen. China Shipping sent two teams consisting of 20 excellent crew
members to the competition. Team 2 won a third place in shipping companies group.
Team 1 won two gold medals, which demonstrated China Shipping employees' good
command of skillss.

Achieving Excellence through
Universal Integrity

Participating Knowledge and Skill
Contests with Passion

Striving for Safety-oriented
Navigation
Aiming for Environmentally
Friendly Maritime Transportation

∧ The opening ceremony of the 2nd skills competition for Chinese seamen

Thriving Enterprises by
Developing Talents
Contributing to Harmony as a
Responsible Citizen
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4.3 China Dream, China Shipping Love
Work-life balance, family and colleagues’ support, and timely help are the foundation to
maintain excellent working status and the good quality of products and services. We care about
our staff, and try our best to create a “Happy China Shipping”.

Drawing Wonderful Life
Only proper relaxation can allow employees to be energetic and passionate. Bearing the employees'
work and life balance in mind, China Shipping organized a series of cultural and sports activities in
2013, which provided a broad platform for employees to express themselves and develop interests.

● Held “I'm with the Transformation and Development” PPT competition
● Organized sports events including swimming, table tennis, badminton, and football games for
employees
● Held E-card design competition which is called“China Shipping's Culture, Sending Love via Cards”
● Organized “China Dream, China Shipping Love” micro-film competition
● Assisted National Committee of the Chinese Seamen & Construction Workers Union in holding
Shipping Development & Approaching Seamen Special Activities Forum
● Selected 301 employees to participate in “China Shipping Cup” 2013 China Yangzhou
Jianzhen International Half Marathon & the 2013 National Half Marathon Championships
● Organized the 30th anniversary of the Shanghai Philatelic Association. China Shipping selected
and sent stamp collections of employees to the East Asia Exhibition, and won 15 medals
● Organized 8 batches of 318 retired crew and their family members to go holiday
∧ Colorful recreational and sports activities

Case: The “China Dream, China Shipping Love” Micro-film Contest
The “China dream, China Shipping Love”
microfilm contest was warmly welcomed by
all managers and employees of the Group.
38 short films demonstrated vivid stories of
young employees in pursuit of their dreams
from different perspective, and appraise
their spirit of enterprising and down-toearth working styles. The winning film was
“Cultivating Dreams”, which was about the
double duties that the employees having for
the company and their own family. It won the
Best Film and the Best Actor rewards.

China Shipping (Group) Company
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Promoting Family Harmony
Achieving Excellence through
Universal Integrity

Due to the particularity of the shipping industry, crew members are often away from their family
for a long time. Thus, the Group takes the initiative to care for their families and prepared the
Management Approach of Liaison Stations for Seafarers' Wives to standardize the management of
these stations. With this action, crew members can focus on their jobs, and their families also have
a better understanding of what they do. We also create columns in the Shipping News for family
members of the crew, especially their wives to write stories about sweet family life and share happy
time with other crew families.

Striving for Safety-oriented
Navigation

We believe that heart-to-heart communications will enable members of China Shipping to
be closer, and have a sense of belonging. Hence we actively improve staff caring system, visit
grassroots employees, and treat every employee like a family member.

Corporate Social Responsibility Report 2013
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● Visiting Employees
All senior managers of China Shipping always adhere to the principle of “Visiting On-site”, which
is a tradition for the top managers getting to know the needs of grassroots employees and crew
members. The top managers go to the factories, terminals, ships and warehouses to listen to
grassroots employees’ opinions and understand their real life and work, and most importantly,
understand the difficulties and problems they have.

Thriving Enterprises by
Developing Talents

Helping Needy Employees

Aiming for Environmentally
Friendly Maritime Transportation

∧ China Shipping Shanghai TangQiao Seafarers' wives Liaison Station is having the
2013 spring festival show
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In 3023, all levels of labor unions in the Group visited 53,197 employees in total;
During the New Year and Spring Festival, the Group visited 110 vessels, and
offered RMB 128,000 consolation money;
During high temperature seasons, the Group visited 330 companies, vessels,
teams and factories, 28,009 employees in total, and offered RMB 20,628 million
high temperature allowance;
Helped and gave money to 9,364 needy employees, and visited 1,855 of them,
RMB 8.399 million consolation money was given, and the grant for needy
enterprises and employees increased by 28% year-on-year;
At the beginning of the new semester, the Group offered RMB 1.163 million to
1,607 needy employees to help their children study;
The labor union of the Group subscribed one newspaper and seven periodicals
for each vessel, and donated more than 8,000 books.

Case: Cool Rooms in Summer for Frontline staff
To improve the working conditions of the frontline container repairing
outlets in summer, China Shipping (Yangpu) Cold-storage Company offered
Cool Rooms—mobile containers to container repairing and washing
workers for 8 outlets including Xiao Tang, Foshan City, the port of Yantian,
the port of Zhanjiang. Each container is 3 meters wide, 6 meters long
and 2.8 meters high. The container is bright, spacious, energy-saving,
cost-effective, flexible and practicable. The inside is equipped with an air
conditioner, tables and chairs, a drinking machine, and multiple power
outlets to enable workers to rest and recharge their phones.

∧ Container repairing and washing workers are resting at the mobile container

China Shipping (Group) Company
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Achieving Excellence through
Universal Integrity

● Caring about Retired Employees
Retired employees dedicated their youth and hard work to China Shipping and our care
is a way to thank and reward them. We hope they could enjoy the later life.

Striving for Safety-oriented
Navigation
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∧ Dalian May 1 Excellent Female Employees—Passenger Department, the
vessel of Yongxing ,CSPL

Thriving Enterprises by
Developing Talents

● Caring about Female Employees
We take the initiative to bring
more care to female employees,
and help them become excellent
employees and be good daughters,
good wives and good mothers at
the same time. In 2013, all levels of
labor unions in the Group praised
450 advanced female employees,
organized 1,459 employees to go
holiday and visited 1,979 frontline
female workers. We have also set up
Love Mummy Huts, which can not
only help women breastfeeding, but
also promote the communication
between female employees.

Aiming for Environmentally
Friendly Maritime Transportation

∧ Retired employees dedicated their youth and hard work to China Shipping and our care is
a way to thank and reward them. We hope they could enjoy the later life.
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５

Contributing to Harmony as
a Responsible Citizen
As one of the largest shipping companies in China, China Shipping regards
repaying society as the basis to achieve the company value, and continues to
carry out all kinds of charity works and supporting activities. We proactively
participate in local social activities, and contribute to the economy
development and social progress in all areas where our fleets can reach.

China Shipping (Group) Company
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Achieving Excellence through
Universal Integrity
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Being a Global
Responsible Citizen

Building Harmonious
Communities

Contributing to Harmony as a
Responsible Citizen
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Regional Development
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Contributing to Harmony as a Responsible Citizen

5.1 Being a Global Responsible Citizen
China Shipping is willing to assume the obligations as a global responsible citizen, undertake the
mission as the Chinese culture ambassador, and behave responsibly everywhere around the world.

Safeguarding International Routes
Ensuring the safety and smooth of international routes is not only the responsibility of the governments, but
also the obligation of every shipping company. China Shipping has provided goods transport services for the
PLA's naval escort for many years and effectively completed the task given by the government and people,
contributing to the safety of the routes.

Case: Visiting Naval Escort in the Gulf of Aden
As entrusted by the PLA's South Sea Fleet, CSCL's Xinchangshu vessel delivered materials and 11 tons
of food that they purchased to the officers of the 889 naval vessel who carrying out escort missions
in the Gulf of Aden after 13 days of sailing. To ensure the freshness of fruits and vegetables, the crew
members checked the cold boxes four times a day. When the soldiers saw boxes of fresh vegetables
and fruits, they were touched and spoke highly about CSCL crew.

Promoting Cultural Exchanges
We carry out effective cultural exchange
activities in every place that we can reach
and create oppor tunities for people
who are willing to learn about Chinese
civilization. China Shipping (Romania)
launched a China Dream Enterprise
Scholarship program with a number
of Chinese institutions doing business
locally. On June 29, 2013, we organized
the first event for 13 outstanding students
from Romania and China and awarded
them scholarships to encourage them to
study hard.
More and more Chinese enterprises
come to Romania to do business, which
increases the demand for language
talents. The event was dedicated to
provide opportunities for students from
both countries to contact and understand
Chinese enterprises and cultivate more
language talents, while effectively
promote bilateral cultural exchanges and
friendships among the people.
China Shipping (Group) Company

"China Dream Enterprise Scholarship reflects the strong sense
of responsibility and traditional virtues that the Chinese-funded
companies and Chinese enterprises in Romania have. They
never forget to repay community while in pursuit of their own
development. The initiative and actions they taken to help the
cause of education and promote friendships among the people
should be appreciated. "
——Ｃｈｉｎｅｓｅ Ｅｍｂａｓｓｙ ｉｎ Ｒｏｍａｎｉａ Ｔｅｍｐ Ａｇｅｎｃｙ Ｚｈａｏ Ｄｅｙｏｎｇ

∧ Luo Zhongming, head of China Shipping (Romania), is delivering
a speech on behalf of Chinese enterprises
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In 2013, China Shipping carried out maritime
rescue three times, saving dozens of lives
in the rough sea. The brave action was
highly praised, and fully demonstrated
China Shipping's humanitarian spirit and
the spirit of internationalism.

——ＵＳＣＧ ｓｐｏｋｅ ｈｉｇｈｌｙ ｏｆ ｔｈｅ Ｘｉｎｔｉａｎｊｉｎａ
Ｖｅｓｓｅｌ

Striving for Safety-oriented
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On October 12, 2013, as required by the
United State Coast Guard (USCG), CSCL's
Xintianjin vessel came to rescue the Filipino
RO-RO passenger ship SPIRIT OF FIJI
ISLANDS which was on fire in the waters
near Balintang Channel. Against the wind
of Beaufort Scale 7, the Xintianjin crew
members successfully rescued all 19 crew in
danger. USCG spoke highly and specifically
sent telegraph to express their gratitude
about Xintianjin's humanitarian relief.

"Congratulations for rescuing crew members
who had an accident at sea. As we required,
you turned around to rescue the wrecked
ship, and arrived there in less than one hour.
You expertly assessed the situation, and made
plans to rescue the 19 crew members who
were in danger. Despite being attacked by
the wind of Beaufort Scale 7 and 4-meterhigh wave, you still successfully completed
the rescue task without any incidents. Your
brave action of rescuing lives at sea perfectly
embodies the tradition of maritime rescue."

Achieving Excellence through
Universal Integrity

Humanitarian Relief

Aiming for Environmentally
Friendly Maritime Transportation
Thriving Enterprises by
Developing Talents
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∧ Crew members of Xintianjing vessel are rescuing the wrecked crew
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5.2 Contributing to Regional Development
The reason that China Shipping involves in poverty relief in remote areas is that
we want to use our resources to create platforms and conditions for economically
depressed areas getting rich and enabling them to get satisfied payment through
decent work, so as to lift more people out of poverty and enjoy better lives.

● Fixed-point Poverty Alleviation
Since 2005, China Shipping started to help Yongde County, Yuannan Province on
the cause of fixed-point poverty alleviation, focusing on educational assistance,
development of new villages, construction of water conservancy facilities,
development of industrial projects, cadre training and other aspects. In 2013,
China Shipping invested a total of RMB 5.1352 million fund in the county, of
which, RMB 4.396 million was from the Group's relief fund; RMB 426,200 was
from the employees' donation, RMB 13,000 was donated in the form of materials,
and RMB 300,000 was from the customer assistance fund, which alleviated the
local poverty and backwardness hugely.

Deepened the Support

Explored the Long-term
Method to Develop
Started the Support
Started poverty
alleviation, and
directly invested
RMB 1.4 million

Built Infrastructure,
established Hope
Primary School,
helped students

Organized poverty
alleviation volunteer
service teams,
and built longterm management
mechanism for
poverty alleviation
and education
assistance
2011-2012 年

2006-2010 年
2005 年
∧ Supporting Yongde County, Yun’nan Province

China Shipping (Group) Company

Improved the
Support Mechanism
Government: the
local cadre training;
Residents: staff
recruitment,
providing technology
and channels to
bring income;
Education: increase
2013 年
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From 22 to 28, July 2013, China Shipping invited 10 student
representatives from Yongde County coming to Shanghai to attend
“Waves, Wishes” summer camp. The head of the Youth League from
both sides signed the agreement of “one employee helping one
student” project. During the camp, the students also visited the CSCL's
Xinchangshu vessel, Shanghai Ship and Shipping Research Institute and
Shanghai Maritime Museum.

Striving for Safety-oriented
Navigation

Case: Organizing Summer Camps for Students being helped

Achieving Excellence through
Universal Integrity

Picture Story:
Volunteer English teacher Guo Xiaojing
was tutoring students. In the poverty
a l l e v i a t i o n p r o g r a m s i n Yo n g d e
County, China Shipping donated
supplies, installed LAN for schools, and
sent volunteers to teach locally. Young
employees in China Shipping actively
responded to the volunteer teaching
activity; until 2013, the Group has sent
four batches and seven employees to
teach for free in Yongde.

Thriving Enterprises by
Developing Talents
Contributing to Harmony as a
Responsible Citizen
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5.3 Building Harmonious Communities
Maintaining good relationships and frequent interactions with communities is significant for
our own sustainable development. With Going Out strategy being accelerated, China Shipping
is expanding the business farther. We will always uphold our commitment to passing harmony
overseas.

Helping Vulnerable Groups
In 2013, China Shipping and the sub-companies carried out various forms of assistance activities
to help vulnerable groups. The public, including our employees, gave us great support. We believe
our actions can help more people who are in need.

2013 年
In 2013, CSHS and BaoPing Village, Ledong County, Hainan Province agreed that CSHS would
help harden the surface of the country road, help solve the problem of travel inconvenience
and provide hardware support for follow-up assistance

2013 年 1 月
In January 2013, CSBC Shanghai company carried out One Day Donation activity, a total of 929
employees participated, and raised RMB 61,735

2013 年 2-4 月
From February to April, 2013, CSDTC organized charity donation three times, raising a total of
RMB 9,250

2013 年 4 月
In April 2013, CSBC donated RMB 56,100 for Ya’an earthquake, the donation was sent to
Guangdong Province Charity Federation to provide support for reconstruction

2013 年 5 月 24 日
On May 24, 2013, CSCL organized auction with love charity event, raising RMB 5,167 , the
funds and the remaining auction items would be sent to people who are in need

2013 年 6 月
In June 2013, CSBC Guangzhou company responded to the donation initiative of “The Day of
Helping the Poor in Guangdong”, 297 employees donated RMB 49,100 to Longtian Village,
Heyuan City for the poverty relief projects

China Shipping (Group) Company
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Culture and education accelerate technological progress and technological progress
promotes national strength. China Shipping continues to pay attention to the
development of education, makes efforts to guarantee the universal access to basic
education, and stimulate children's interests in the pursuit of science.

Striving for Safety-oriented
Navigation

● Supporting Major Scientific Experiments
China Shipping actively participates in national major scientific experiments and
scientific explorations, and provides assistance within the capacity range. In 2013, we
were honored to take the task of providing support for Xiangyanghong 09 Antarctic
research vessel and Jiaolong submersible's deep diving.

Achieving Excellence through
Universal Integrity

Supporting the Causes of
Education and Culture

Case: Helping Jiaolong Submersible Break Diving Record

In June 2013, CSCL Xiamen donated a China Shipping Library to Xunnan
School in Dehua County. The fund was mainly from the Auction with Love
activities in recent years. The establishment of China Shipping Library
effectively relieved the problem that the students have less books to read.

Corporate Social Responsibility Report 2013
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Case: Donating China Shipping Library
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● Supporting the Cause of Education
One of the Chinese old sayings says it takes ten years to grow trees, but a hundred
years to rear people. Therefore, China Shipping takes the development of education
as groundwork of China's social progress and national rejuvenation, and carries out
education assistance activities and scientific knowledge publicizing work nationwide.

Aiming for Environmentally
Friendly Maritime Transportation

In June 2013, China Shipping Xiamen accepted the commission from the
owner and provided agency services for the vessel of Xiangyanghong
09 Antarctic research vessel in the port of Xiamen, to ensure the smooth
operation of the ship. After receiving the task, China Shipping Xiamen
organized the most capable staff to establish the specialized service team,
and arranged the relevant security work in advance. After Xiangyanghong
09 arrived in Xiamen, China Shipping employees took timely measures to
deal with the typhoon. They also worked day and night to transport 40
batches of personnel and equipment, making outstanding contributions to
the smooth departure of the vessel.
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Ou tlo o k 2 014
Working Plan for Economic Responsibility
Continue to deepen the measure of Big Accounts, Great Cooperation and Outstanding Service;
serve the customers based on their needs, and ensure the improvement of customer satisfaction
Consolidate existing markets, develop new markets, strengthen the Group's strategic cooperation
with government, large enterprises, and industrial organizations, and build sustained partnerships
Maintain dominant position in the offshore transport and inland shipping, and boost the economy
of the coastal and riverside cities

Working Plan for Safety Responsibility
Eliminate serious accidents and more serious accidents
Control less serious accidents
Average safety of ships is over 98%
Control general accident rate of pollution from ships in less than 1%
Control work-related fatality rate in less than 0.1 ‰

Working Plan for Environmental Responsibility
Strengthen coordination and cooperation between the various sub-companies and departments
based on our own characteristics, starting from energy saving, water saving, materials saving,
electricity saving, and emission reduction to improve energy efficiency
Enhance and promote the Group's overall energy conservation and emission reduction by the
implementation of specific projects, research assessment and incentive mechanisms, and form a
comprehensive governance system
Make energy saving and consumption reducing as a part of the refinement management, helping
every employee raise awareness and change ideas from the view of scientific development. Starting
with everyone and every detail, carry out energy saving work in a down-to-earth way

Working Plan for Employee Responsibility
Promote the enterprise's democratic management and the construction of harmonious enterprise,
strengthen the informatization of the labor union and cadres team building, gather employees
wisdom to promote the enterprise's restructuring and development
Promote concept innovation, idea innovation, method innovation and system innovation in talent
development, cultivate a young, professional and international talent team based on two Thousand
Talents Programs
Better meet the multi-level needs of employees, increase the intensity of rights protection, enhance
the sense of belonging of employees, create a healthy working environment and positive work culture

Working Plan for Social Responsibility
Intensify poverty relief in remote areas, change the charity methods from only investing fund to
supporting regional industrial development
Increase the support for volunteer organizations and charity activities, build a charity platform to
encourage the communication and cooperation between the employees and the community
Carry forward the humanitarian spirit, and actively participate in major maritime rescue and disaster relief
Make full use of the Group's advantages in international cooperation, take the initiative to participate
in local cultural activities, and contribute to international exchanges

China Shipping (Group) Company
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Feedback Form
Dear readers,
Thank you for reading our 2013 social responsibility report. We will continue to improve our
CSR work and make the report better. We are appreciate your feedback.
1.Overall Assessment (Please tick the corresponding box below)
(1) Your overall impression to this report is:
□ Perfect

□ Good

□ Average

□ Poor

□ Very Poor

(2) The quality of the CSR information disclosed in this report is:
□ Perfect

□ Good

□ Average

□ Poor

□ Very Poor

□ Poor

□ Very Poor

□ Poor

□ Very Poor

□ Poor

□ Very Poor

(3) The structure of this report is:
□ Perfect

□ Good

□ Average

(4) The format design of this report is:
□ Perfect

□ Good

□ Average

(5) The readability of this report is:
□ Perfect

□ Good

□ Average

2. What improvements do you think need to be made for this report?

3. What other CSR information do you think should be disclosed in this report?

4. What suggestions do you have regarding China Chipping CSR?

(Please fill out this form and fax it to: 86-21-65966348)
Corporate Social Responsibility Report 2013

